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Executive Summary
A web-based survey was administered November 4-10, 2009 to all tourism business owners and 
managers represented in the Montana Vacation Planner. The purpose of the survey was to assess 
the change in visitation from 2008 to 2009 and to project visitation for 2010. There were 286 
respondents representing accommodations, attractions, tour and guide operations, tourism and 
event planners, and tourism promoters.
Overall quantitative results indicate that 31 percent of business owners had an increase in 
visitation in 2009, 51 percent had a decrease and 18 percent stayed the same as 2008. Tourism 
businesses that experienced an increase cited repeat visitors (55%), affordability of what was 
offered (45%), and better marketing (36%) as reasons for their increase. The state of the U.S. 
economy (92%) was cited by many businesses as a reason for the decrease in visitation, as well 
as fewer leisure travelers (54%) and fewer returning guests (33%). The majority (71%) of 
tourism businesses do not intend to expand, change, or sell their business in 2010.
For 2010, 46 percent of tourism businesses are expecting their visitation to increase compared to 
2009 while 43 percent believe their visitation will remain the same. Eleven percent think their 
visitation will decrease. The top reasons cited for expected positive numbers in 2010 include 
repeat business, the U.S. economy and a gradual increase in business. The U.S. economy was 
expressed by 90 percent of businesses believing a decrease was in order for 2010. This is 
verified by 71 percent of businesses who say their bookings are down for 2010. Fifty-five 
percent of the businesses are expecting fewer leisure travelers in the upcoming year.
Differences emerged on visitation trends for 2009 and expected trends for 2010 by business.
Business type % with visitation 
increase in 2009
% who expect 
2010 increase
Attractions, ski areas, museums 44% 50%
B&B, ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot springs 23% 44%
Campgrounds 80% 75%
Hotel and motel 35% 35%
Outfitters, guides, cattle drives/wagon train, tours 15% 48%
Planners (travel & events), tourism promoters 24% 56%
Vacation homes, condos, rental cabins 36% 43%
Vehicle rentals 33% 67%
Responses to open-ended questions indicate that in 2009 guests were bargain shopping and 
looking for ways to get the most out of their money. Many guests were partaking in “free” 
activities or doing the activity on their own rather than participating in organized or guided 
activities or activities that required equipment rentals. Others indicated more local and regional 
travelers and more guests booking last minute trips. While business was down for many in 2009, 
many businesses are optimistic for 2010.
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Introduction
Each November, the Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research at the University of Montana 
conducts a web survey of tourism businesses around the state of Montana. The businesses 
surveyed represent accommodations, attractions, tour operations, and tourism planners or 
promoters.
Accommodations include hotels and motels, bed and breakfasts, ranches who accommodate 
visitors, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot springs with overnight accommodations, vacation homes, 
condominiums, rental cabins, and public and private campgrounds.
Attractions include ski areas, museums, historic sites, and any other type of private or public 
attraction from caves to water parks.
Tour operations include outfitters and guides, wagon train or cattle drives, and half-day to multi­
day driving tours such as safari type experiences.
Tourism planners and promoters include travel planners, event planners, and organizations that 
promote Montana or provide advertising services to Montana promoters.
Purpose: The purpose of the outlook survey was to assess the change in visitation from 2008 to 
2009 and to project visitation for 2010. Additionally, respondents were asked to identify the 
causes of the change in visitation and the reason for the projected change in visitation.
Methods
Data for this report were generated from a web-based survey of Montana tourism business 
owners. All businesses represented in the 2009-2010 Montana Vacation Planner, a publication 
of the Montana Office of Tourism, were included in the sampling frame.
On Wednesday, October 27, 2009, an introductory email was sent to the approximately 1,900 
Vacation Planner businesses. This initial email was to inform the respondent of the upcoming 
survey which would arrive in their email inbox within one week (Appendix A -  survey letters). 
On Wednesday, November 4, 2009, an explanatory email letter with a link to the survey was sent 
to the recipients (Appendix B -  survey). Recipients were asked to complete the survey within 
seven days. One day before the due date, a reminder/thank you email was sent to the sample.
Completed surveys were received from 286 respondents. There were 132 undeliverable emails. 
In web-based surveys the sender is rarely notified if the survey ended up in the recipients ‘junk’ 
mailbox, therefore a true response rate based on surveys received is impossible to calculate. 
However, based on the number of survey invitations sent out, the number of undeliverable e- 
mails, and the number of completed surveys, the response rate is estimated at 15 percent.
Analysis: This report is divided into three analytic sections. First, all respondents were 
analyzed together for a full synopsis of tourism businesses in the state.
Second, travel regions were highlighted by analyzing only the businesses within that travel 
region. Because of the small sample size from Custer Country and Missouri River Country, 
these two regions were combined as one.
Finally, each category of tourism business, as described in the introduction, was analyzed 
separately if sample size allowed. For this study the individual business categories were: 1) 
attractions, ski areas, museums; 2) B&B, ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, hot springs; 3) 
campgrounds; 4) hotel/motel; 5) outfitters, guides, cattle drives, wagon trains, tours; 6) travel & 
event planners, tourism promotion & advertising; 7) vacation homes, condos, cabins; and 8) 
vehicle rentals.
After the frequencies and percentages are displayed and discussed for the business section, the 
responses to four open-ended questions are displayed verbatim for each business category. The 
views o f the respondents are not the views oflTRR and are simply reported here for the purposes 
o f displaying all comments. While spelling errors have been corrected where possible, 
grammatical and style errors have not been adjusted.
Montana Tourism Businesses
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 11.36 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 22.71 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months -  114 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 -  127 years 
Sample size: 286
Glacier Country 96 34%
Yellowstone Country 91 32%
Gold West Country 37 13%
Russell Country 32 11%
Custer Country 17 6%
Missouri River Country 11 4%
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Motel/hotel 58 20%
Bed & Breakfast 21 7%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs 27 10%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 71 25%
Public campgrounds 5 2%
Private campgrounds 6 2%
Outfitter/Guide 40 14%
Wagon train, cattle drive 3 1%
Tours 9 3%
Travel planners 6 2%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals 6 2%
Ski area 3 1%
Museum, historic site 8 3%
Attraction 7 3%
Tourism promotion/advertising 12 4%
Other 3 1%
Increase 87 31%
Decrease 145 51%
Remained the same 50 18%
Better marketing 31 36%
Improved website 21 24%
Expanded operations/services 10 12%
Returning guests 48 55%
Little competition in my area 11 13%
Affordability of what we offer 39 45%
U.S. economy 20 23%
Canadian exchange rate 6 7%
Other foreign exchange rates 5 6%
More local travelers 27 31%
More regional travelers 28 32%
Special event(s) held in our area 13 15%
Weather 6 7%
Fire activity 2 2%
Lack of fires 18 21%
Other 11 13%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers **n 87
Less advertising on our part 6 4%
Reduced offerings/services 1 1%
Fewer returning guests 48 33%
Increased competition in my area 24 18%
Our pricing may be too high 3 2%
U.S. economy 132 92%
Gas prices 31 22%
Exchange rates 8 6%
Fewer local travelers 24 17%
Fewer regional travelers 32 22%
Fewer business travelers 38 26%
Fewer leisure travelers 77 54%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 13 9%
Construction in area 14 10%
Weather 11 8%
Fire activity 1 1%
Lack of fires 7 5%
Other 12 8%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers **n 145
= 
= 
Increase 125 46%
Decrease 31 11%
Remain the same 119 43%
If had Increase 
in 2009 (n=87)
# %
If had a deerease 
in 2009 (n=145)
# %
Outlook for 2010
Increase
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 51 41%
More/better marketing pursued 45 36%
Improved website 42 34%
Experiencing a gradnal increase 52 42%
Expanded or improved our offerings 24 19%
Affordability of what we offer 46 37%
Little competition in my area 13 11%
More local travelers 27 22%
More regional travelers 28 23%
We get many repeat cnstomers 63 51%
Canadian exchange rate 9 7%
Other foreign exchange rates 4 3%
U.S. economy 58 47%
Special events in our area 14 11%
We are new, so we are increasing 9 7%
Other 12 10%
Bookings/inqnires are down 22 71%
We’ve done less marketing 1 3%
Experiencing a gradual decrease 7 23%
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area 7 23%
Expect fewer leisure travelers 17 55%
Expect fewer business travelers 10 32%
Expect fewer local travelers 8 26%
Expect fewer regional travelers 9 29%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 3 10%
Gas prices 12 39%
U.S. economy 28 90%
Global economy 10 32%
Other 4 13%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers n 31
Expand current business or site 35 13%
Renovate current site 37 13%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 8 3%
Downsize current business or site 9 3%
Close down/sell business or site 8 3%
Remain the same 198 71%
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers **n 278
respondents conld check mnltiple answers n=125
Last minute bookings (n=247) 128 52% 73 30% 46 19%
Walk-in patrons (n=188) 66 35% 74 39% 48 26%
Retail sales (n=95) 15 16% 29 31% 51 54%
Dining out (n=59) 6 10% 26 44% 27 46%
Length of stay (n=226) 43 19% 108 48% 75 33%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n l84) 110 60% 62 34% 12 7%
# of Montanans traveling within the state (n 226) 86 38% 88 39% 52 23%
"'''' = 
= 
"'''' 
=
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Tourism Business Summary and Implications
Summary
While 2009 was a difficult economic year for the United States, it was not as lackluster as some anticipated, 
especially for Montana. Yes, 51 percent of business owners had a decrease in visitation in 2009, but 31 percent 
had an increase, and 18 percent stayed the same as 2008. Tourism businesses that experienced an increase cited 
repeat visitors (55%), affordability of what was offered (45%), and better marketing (36%) as reasons for their 
increase. The state of the U.S. economy (92%) was cited by many businesses as a reason for the decrease in 
visitation, as well as fewer leisure travelers (54%) and fewer returning guests (33%).
For 2010, 46 percent of tourism businesses are expecting their visitation to increase compared to 2009 while 43 
percent believe their visitation will remain the same. Eleven percent think their visitation will decrease. 
Interestingly, of those businesses that did have an increase in 2009, 58 percent are expecting an increase again 
in 2010 and only one percent believes their business will decrease. On the flip side, of those businesses that 
experienced a decrease in 2009, only 37 percent believe 2010 will be better. Eighteen percent believe this next 
year will be another down year while 45 percent think their business (which was down in 2009) will stay at that 
level for 2010. Apparently, those who were down in 2009 are having a hard time believing that 2010 will be 
any better.
The top reasons cited for expected positive numbers in 2010 include repeat business, the U.S. economy and a 
gradual increase in business. Those businesses who believe a decrease will happen in 2010 agree (90%) that the 
U.S. economy is why business will be down. This is verified by 71 percent of businesses who say their 
bookings are down for 2010. Fifty-five percent of the businesses are expecting fewer leisure travelers in the 
upcoming year.
Vacationer behavior in 2009 showed some interesting trends. Slightly over half of the businesses (52%) 
experienced an increase in last minute bookings. This behavior could be due to a variety of reasons, but mostly 
either there was a need by the traveler to feel comfortable in their economic situation before making a 
commitment to travel or a belief that there are better travel deals available at the last minute. Sixty percent of 
the travel businesses indicated that visitors were seeking less expensive activities. This is a definite change in 
vacationer behavior from the past years. Additionally, 54 percent saw a decrease in retails sales which again 
shows a concern over discretionary spending. Finally, while 48 percent of the business owners said the length 
of stay of their visitors stayed the same, 33 percent actually saw a decrease in length of stay.
Implications
While looking at the data from the Montana tourism business owners, it appears that some general implications 
for 2010 could be suggested. First, it is obvious that business owners are still a bit edgy in terms of 2010; 
therefore, it is prudent to cut operational costs where appropriate. Second, continuing a strong marketing 
presence is necessary so as to sway people to Montana rather than elsewhere. In addition, collaborating with 
more tourism partners with marketing promotions might stretch the dollar a little further. Third, be prepared for 
last-minute reservations. In fact, providing specials on the web page may encourage the visitors to come at the 
last minute. Finally, since most travelers like a ‘deal,’ any business who packages their product/service with 
other business in the area will be more likely to get the reservation and a satisfied customer at the same time.
Travel Region: Glacier Country
Average (mean) years business operated by current owners: 9.75 
Average (mean) years of business operation at current location: 20.38 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months -  50 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 - 9 0  years 
Sample size: 96 _____________
Glacier Country respondents represent 33% 
of all respondents to the outlook survey.
The accommodation sector represented the 
highest group of respondents in Glacier 
Country at 70% of all types of tourism 
businesses.
Motel/hotel 22 23%
Bed & Breakfast 9 9%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs 6 6%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 26 27%
Public campgrounds 1 1%
Private campgrounds 4 4%
Outfitter/Guide 10 10%
Wagon train, cattle drive - -
Tours 3 3%
Travel planners 1 1%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals 1 1%
Ski area 1 1%
Museum, historic site 3 3%
Attraction 4 4%
Tourism promotion/advertising 4 4%
Other 1 1%
^'percent may not add to 100 (rounding)
Increase 29 33%
Decrease 50 51%
Remained the same 15 16%
Better marketing 11 38%
Improved website 6 21%
Expanded operations/services 5 17%
Returning guests 19 66%
Little competition in my area 5 17%
Affordability of what we offer 15 52%
U.S. economy 9 31%
Canadian exchange rate 4 14%
Other exchange rates 1 3%
More local travelers 9 31%
More regional travelers 7 24%
Special event(s) held in our area 1 3%
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 9 31%
Other 2 7%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
**n 29
Less advertising on our part 3 6%
Reduced offerings/services 1 2%
Fewer returning guests 12 24%
Increased competition in my area 11 22%
Our pricing may be too high 2 4%
U.S. economy 46 92%
Gas prices 13 26%
Exchange rates 3 6%
Fewer local travelers 10 20%
Fewer regional travelers 12 24%
Fewer business travelers 14 28%
Fewer leisure travelers 25 50%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 5 10%
Construction in area 8 16%
Weather 5 10%
Fire activity 1 2%
Lack of fires 4 8%
Other 4 8%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n 50
= 
= 
Increase 41 47%
Decrease 6 7%
Remain the same 41 47%
It had Increase 
in 2009 (n=87)
# %
If had a deerease 
in 2009 (n=145)
#
Outlook for 2010
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 10 24%
More/better marketing pursued 19 46%
Improved website 15 37%
Experience a gradual increase 18 44%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 12 29%
Affordability of what we offer 17 42%
Little competition in my area 5 12%
More local travelers 7 17%
More regional travelers 11 27%
We get many repeat customers 16 39%
Canadian exchange rate 4 10%
Other foreign exchange rates 1 2%
U.S. economy 21 51%
Special events in our area 6 15%
We are new, so we are increasing 5 12%
Other 6 15%
Bookings/inquires are down 5 83%
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease 2 33%
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area 1 17%
Expect fewer leisure travelers 5 83%
Expect fewer business travelers 2 33%
Expect fewer local travelers 3 50%
Expect fewer regional travelers 4 67%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Gas prices 2 33%
U.S. economy - -
Global economy 1 17%
Other - -
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 28
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 90
Expand current business or site 17 18%
Renovate current site 11 12%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 4 4%
Downsize current business or site 3 3%
Close down/sell business or site 3 3%
Remain the same 62 66%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 41
Last minute bookings (n=83) 40 48% 26 31% 17 20%
Walk-in patrons (n=66) 23 35% 25 38% 18 27%
Retail sales (n=37) 4 11% 10 27% 23 62%
Dining out (n=26) 2 8% 11 42% 13 50%
Length of stay (n=74) 15 20% 32 43% 27 36%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=64) 40 63% 19 30% 5 8%
# of Montanans traveling within the state (n=82) 30 37% 33 40% 19 23%
= 
= 
= 
Travel Region: Gold West Country
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 16.00 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 19.36 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 2 - 1 1 4  years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 2 - 6 0  years 
Sample size: 37 ________
Gold West Country respondents represent 
14% of all respondents to the outlook 
survey.
The accommodation sector represented the 
highest group of respondents in Gold West 
Country at 51% of all types of tourism 
businesses.
^'percent may not add to 100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 8 22%
Bed & Breakfast 3 8%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs 4 11%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 3 8%
Public campgrounds 1 3%
Private campgrounds - -
Outfitter/Guide 5 14%
Wagon train, cattle drive 1 3%
Tours 4 11%
Travel planners - -
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals 2 5%
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site 1 3%
Attraction 2 5%
Tourism promotion/advertising 1 3%
Other 2 5%
Increase 14 39%
Decrease 17 47%
Remained the same 5 14%
Better marketing 5 36%
Improved website 4 29%
Expanded operations/services 3 21%
Returning guests 9 64%
Little competition in my area 4 29%
Affordability of what we offer 5 36%
U.S. economy 3 21%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates 2 14%
More local travelers 7 50%
More regional travelers 4 29%
Special event(s) held in our area 5 36%
Weather 1 7%
Fire activity 2 14%
Lack of fires 1 7%
Other 2 14%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
**n 14
Less advertising on our part - -
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 9 53%
Increased competition in my area 1 6%
Our pricing may be too high - -
U.S. economy 16 94%
Gas prices 2 12%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 4 24%
Fewer regional travelers 4 24%
Fewer business travelers 5 29%
Fewer leisure travelers 11 65%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 1 6%
Construction in area - -
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 6%
Other 1 6%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n 45
= 
= 
Increase 17 47%
Decrease 3 8%
Remain the same 16 44%
It had Increase 
in 2009 (n=87)
# %
If had a deerease 
in 2009 (n=145)
#
Outlook for 2010
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 9 53%
More/better marketing pursued 5 29%
Improved website 5 29%
Experience a gradual increase 7 41%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 3 18%
Affordability of what we offer 5 29%
Little competition in my area 4 24%
More local travelers 4 24%
More regional travelers 4 24%
We get many repeat customers 11 65%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other foreign exchange rates 1 6%
U.S. economy 10 59%
Special events in our area 2 12%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
Other 1 3%
Bookings/inquires are down 2 67%
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease - -
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area - -
Expect fewer leisure travelers 2 67%
Expect fewer business travelers 2 67%
Expect fewer local travelers 1 33%
Expect fewer regional travelers 1 33%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Gas prices 1 33%
U.S. economy - -
Global economy 1 33%
Other - -
*respondents could check multiple answers
**n 3
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 37
Expand current business or site 2 6%
Renovate current site 5 14%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 2 6%
Downsize current business or site 1 3%
Close down/sell business or site 2 6%
Remain the same 27 75%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 17
mmn g u m
Last minute bookings (n=30) 17 5% 7 23% 6 20%
Walk-in patrons (n=23) 11 48% 7 30% 5 22%
Retail sales (n=14) 4 29% 5 36% 5 36%
Dining out (n=8) 1 13% 1 13% 6 75%
Length of stay (n=26) 9 35% 9 35% 8 31%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=24) 19 79% 5 21% - 0%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=26) 15 58% 10 38% 1 4%
= 
= 
= 
Travel Region: Russell Country
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 12.95 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 38.13 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 Vi  41 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 3 -  127 years 
Sample size: 32 ________
Gold West Country respondents represent 
11% of all respondents to the outlook 
survey.
The accommodation sector represented the 
highest group of respondents in Gold West 
Country at 50% of all types of tourism 
businesses.
^'percent may not add to 100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 6 19%
Bed & Breakfast - -
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs 5 16%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 3 10%
Public campgrounds 1 3%
Private campgrounds 1 3%
Outfitter/Guide 7 23%
Wagon train, cattle drive 1 3%
Tours 1 3%
Travel planners 3 10%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site - -
Attraction 1 3%
Tourism promotion/advertising 2 7%
Other - -
Increase 6 19%
Decrease 18 56%
Remained the same 8 25%
Better marketing 1 17%
Improved website - -
Expanded operations/services - -
Returning guests 3 50%
Little competition in my area 1 17%
Affordability of what we offer 1 17%
U.S. economy 2 33%
Canadian exchange rate 1 17%
Other exchange rates - -
More local travelers 4 67%
More regional travelers 2 33%
Special event(s) held in our area 1 17%
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 1 17%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
**n 6
Less advertising on our part 1 6%
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 4 22%
Increased competition in my area 1 6%
Our pricing may be too high - -
U.S. economy 17 95%
Gas prices 5 28%
Exchange rates 1 6%
Fewer local travelers 1 6%
Fewer regional travelers 1 6%
Fewer business travelers 4 22%
Fewer leisure travelers 7 39%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 3 17%
Construction in area - -
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 6%
Other 2 11%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n 18
10
-

= 
= 
Increase 13 41%
Decrease 5 16%
Remain the same 14 44%
It had Increase 
in 2009 (n=87)
# %
If had a deerease 
in 2009 (n=145)
#
Outlook for 2010
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 3 23%
More/better marketing pursued 6 46%
Improved website 1 8%
Experience a gradual increase 7 54%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 1 8%
Affordability of what we offer 3 23%
Little competition in my area - -
More local travelers 6 46%
More regional travelers 3 23%
We get many repeat customers 8 62%
Canadian exchange rate 2 15%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 5 39%
Special events in our area 2 15%
We are new, so we are increasing 1 8%
Other
Bookings/inquires are down 2 40%
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease 1 20%
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area - -
Expect fewer leisure travelers 2 40%
Expect fewer business travelers 2 40%
Expect fewer local travelers 1 20%
Expect fewer regional travelers 1 20%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Gas prices 2 40%
U.S. economy - -
Global economy 2 40%
Other - -
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 5
*respondents could check multiple answers
**n 31
Expand current business or site 3 10%
Renovate current site 4 13%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site 2 7%
Close down/sell business or site 1 3%
Remaiu the same 24 77%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 12
Last minute bookings (n=26) 14 54% 5 19% 7 27%
Walk-in patrons (n=25) 6 24% 11 44% 8 32%
Retail sales (n=12) 2 17% 3 25% 7 58%
Dining out (n=5) - - 4 80% 1 20%
Length of stay (n=26) 3 12% 14 54% 9 35%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=22) 10 45% 10 45% 2 9%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=26) 9 35% 7 27% 10 38%
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Travel Region: Yellowstone
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 9.86 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 19.55 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months -  80 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 - 1 1 6  years 
Sample size: 91 __________
Yellowstone Country respondents represent 
32% of all respondents to the outlook 
survey.
The accommodation sector represented the 
highest group of respondents in Yellowstone 
Country at 75% of all types of tourism 
businesses.
^'percent may not add to 100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 13 14%
Bed & Breakfast 7 7%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs 10 11%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins 38 42%
Public campgrounds - -
Private campgrounds - -
Outfitter/Guide 14 15%
Wagon train, cattle drive - -
Tours 1 1%
Travel planners 1 1%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals 3 3%
Ski area 2 2
Museum, historic site - -
Attraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising 2 2%
Other - -
Increase 30 33%
Decrease 46 51%
Remained the same 14 16%
Better marketing 10 33%
Improved website 9 30%
Expanded operations/services 2 7%
Returning guests 12 40%
Little competition in my area 1 3%
Affordability of what we offer 14 47%
U.S. economy 4 13%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates 2 7%
More local travelers 5 17%
More regional travelers 13 43%
Special event(s) held in our area 4 13%
Weather 5 17%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 8 27%
Other 4 13%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
**n 30
Less advertising on our part 1 2%
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 20 44%
Increased competition in my area 10 22%
Our pricing may be too high 1 2%
U.S. economy 41 94%
Gas prices 8 18%
Exchange rates 2 4%
Fewer local travelers 7 16%
Fewer regional travelers 11 24%
Fewer business travelers 11 24%
Fewer leisure travelers 28 62%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 3 7%
Construction in area 6 13%
Weather 3 7%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 2%
Other 3 7%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n 43
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Increase 42 47%
Decrease 14 16%
Remain the same 33 37%
It had Increase 
in 2009 (n=87)
# %
If had a deerease 
in 2009 (n=145)
#
Outlook for 2010
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 20 39%
More/better marketing pursued 13 32%
Improved website 17 42%
Experience a gradual increase 15 37%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 7 17%
Affordability of what we offer 16 39%
Little competition in my area 3 7%
More local travelers 7 17%
More regional travelers 7 17%
We get many repeat customers 21 51%
Canadian exchange rate 1 2%
Other foreign exchange rates 2 2%
U.S. economy 19 46%
Special events in our area 2 5%
We are new, so we are increasing 3 7%
Other 4 10%
Bookings/inquires are down 11 79%
We’ve done less marketing 1 7%
Experiencing a gradual decrease 3 21%
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area 6 43%
Expect fewer leisure travelers 8 57%
Expect fewer business travelers 4 29%
Expect fewer local travelers 2 14%
Expect fewer regional travelers 3 21%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 2 14%
Gas prices 4 29%
U.S. economy 11 79%
Global economy 5 36%
Other 4 29%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 14
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 90
Expand current business or site 12 13%
Renovate current site 13 14%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 2 2%
Downsize current business or site 3 4%
Close down/sell business or site 2 2%
Remain the same 63 70%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 42
Last minute bookings (n=84) 48 57% 23 27% 13 15%
Walk-in patrons (n=52) 19 37% 20 38% 13 25%
Retail sales (n=26) 4 15% 8 31% 14 54%
Dining out (n=17) 3 18% 8 47% 6 35%
Length of stay (n=76) 9 12% 40 53% 27 36%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=55) 34 62% 17 31% 4 7%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=67) 22 33% 28 42% 17 25%
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Travel Region: Custer Country & Missouri River Country
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 14.16 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 27.14 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 /2  years -  50 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 /2  years -  93 years 
Sample size: 28 (17 & 11, respectively) ___________
Custer Country & Missouri River Country 
respondents together represent 10% of all 
respondents to the outlook survey.
The accommodation sector represented the 
highest group of respondents in Custer 
Country & Missouri River Country at 54% 
of all types of tourism businesses.
^'percent may not add to 100 (rounding)
Motel/hotel 8 29%
Bed & Breakfast 2 7%
Ranches, resorts, lodges, hostels, 
hot springs 2 7%
Vacation homes, condos, cabins - -
Public campgrounds 2 7%
Private campgrounds 1 4%
Outfitter/Guide 4 14%
Wagon train, cattle drive 1 1%
Tours - -
Travel planners 1 4%
Event planners - -
Vehicle rentals - -
Ski area - -
Museum, historic site 4 14%
Attraction - -
Tourism promotion/advertising 3 11%
Other - -
Increase 7 25%
Decrease 13 46%
Remained the same 8 29%
Better marketing 4 57%
Improved website 2 29%
Expanded operations/services - -
Returning guests 5 71%
Little competition in my area - -
Affordability of what we offer 4 57%
U.S. economy 2 29%
Canadian exchange rate 1 14%
Other exchange rates - -
More local travelers 2 29%
More regional travelers 2 29%
Special event(s) held in our area 2 29%
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires
Other 1 14%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Less advertising on our part 1 8%
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 3 23%
Increased competition in my area 1 8%
Our pricing may be too high - -
U.S. economy 11 85%
Gas prices 3 23%
Exchange rates 2 15%
Fewer local travelers 2 15%
Fewer regional travelers 4 31%
Fewer business travelers 4 31%
Fewer leisure travelers 6 46%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 1 8%
Construction in area - -
Weather 1 8%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 2 15%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n 13
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Increase 11 39%
Decrease 3 11%
Remain the same 14 50%
It had Increase 
in 2009 (n=87)
# %
If had a deerease 
in 2009 (n=145)
#
Outlook for 2010
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 8 73%
More/better marketing pursued 2 18%
Improved website 4 36%
Experience a gradual increase 4 36%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 1 9%
Affordability of what we offer 5 46%
Little competition in my area 1 9%
More local travelers 2 18%
More regional travelers 3 27%
We get many repeat customers 6 55%
Canadian exchange rate 2 18%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 3 27%
Special events in our area 2 18%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
Other 1 9%
Bookings/inquires are down 2 67%
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease 1 33%
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers
Expect fewer business travelers - -
Expect fewer local travelers 1 33%
Expect fewer regional travelers
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 1 33%
Gas prices - -
U.S. economy
Global economy 1 33%
Other - -
*respondents could check multiple answers
**n 3
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n 25
Expand current business or site 1 4%
Renovate current site 3 12%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remaiu the same 21 84%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
* * n ll
Last minute bookings (n=23) 9 39% 11 48% 3 13%
Walk-in patrons (n=21) 7 33% 11 52% 3 14%
Retail sales (n=6) 1 17% 3 50% 2 33%
Dining out (n=3) - - 2 67% 1 33%
Length of stay (n=22) 6 27% 12 55% 4 18%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=19) 7 37% 11 58% 1 5%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=23) 10 43% 9 39% 4 17%
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Travel Region Summary Comparison
Comparing 2008 to 2009, visitation by travel region shows somewhat similar patterns across regions. However, 
the percent of businesses reporting a decrease was significantly higher in Russell Country, and, in turn, the 
number of businesses reporting an increase in Russell Country was much lower than the other regions.
Increase 33% 33% 39% 19% 25%
Decrease 51% 51% 47% 56% 46%
Remained the same 16% 16% 14% 25% 29%
The overall outlook for 2010 by travel regions shows that most all businesses foresee staying the same as 2009 
or increasing. Glacier Country businesses were the least likely to indicate an expected decrease in 2010 
visitors.
Outlook for 2010 Glacier Yellowstone Gold Russell Missouri River
West & Custer
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
An interesting comparison occurs when looking at the outlook for 2010 based on how the business fared in 
2009. Optimism is high for those who had a good year in 2009 as nearly all of those businesses (except a few in 
Yellowstone Country) expect to increase or remain the same. They do not expect 2010 to be a down year. 
However, businesses that had a decrease in 2009 are not as optimistic for 2010. Twenty-five percent of 
Yellowstone Country businesses who had a decrease in 2009 expect a decrease in 2010 as well. This is the 
highest percentage of expected decreases throughout the travel regions. On the other hand, businesses in Gold 
West Country who had a decrease in 2009 are more likely to say 2010 will be a better year (59%) than any of 
the other regions.
Expect Increase 58% 63% 43% 50% 71%
Expect Decrease - 3% - - -
Remain the same 42% 33% 57% 50% 29%
Expect Increase 36% 39% 59% 28% 23%
Expect Decrease 13% 25% 12% 22% 15%
Remain the same 51% 36% 29% 50% 62%
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Type of Tourism Operation: Attractions, Ski areas, Museums
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 11.12 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 23 .12 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 /2  years -  25 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 /2  years -  118 years 
Sample size: 18 (7, 3 & 8, respectively)
Due to the small number of responses of these 3 business types, 3 “attraction” type businesses were combined 
into this analysis. This section represents 3 ski areas, 7 attractions, and 8 museums or historic sites. 
“Attractions” represent 6% of all outlook survey respondents.
Glacier Country 8 44%
Yellowstone Country 2 11%
Gold West Country 3 17%
Custer Country 1 6%
Russell Country 1 6%
Missouri River Country 3 17%
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Better marketing 4 50%
Improved website 2 25%
Expanded operations/services 3 38%
Returning guests 5 63%
Little competition in my area 2 25%
Affordability of what we offer 4 50%
U.S. economy 2 25%
Canadian exchange rate 2 25%
Other exchange rates - -
More local travelers 7 88%
More regional travelers 5 63%
Special event(s) held in our area 3 38%
Weather 1 13%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 1 13%
Other - -
Increase 8 44%
Decrease 6 33%
Remained the same 4 22%
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
< *n 8
Less advertising on our part - -
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 2 33%
Increased competition in my area - -
Our pricing may be too high 1 17%
U.S. economy 5 83%
Gas prices 1 17%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 1 17%
Fewer regional travelers 2 33%
Fewer business travelers 3 50%
Fewer leisure travelers 1 17%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Construction in area 3 50%
Weather 1 17%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 1 17%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
**n  6
17
' 
' 
= = =
Increase 9 50%
Decrease 1 6%
Remain the same 8 44%
It had Increase 
in 2009 (n=87) 
#  %
If had a deerease 
in 2009 (n=145)
#
Outlook for 2010
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Expand current business or site 5 28%
Renovate current site 4 22%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 2 11%
Downsize current business or site - -
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 10 56%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n  18
Bookings/inquires are up 1 11%
Better marketing pursued 7 78%
Improved website 3 33%
Experienced a gradual increase 4 44%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 5 56%
Affordability of what we offer 4 44%
Little competition in my area 2 22%
More local travelers 4 44%
More regional travelers 6 67%
We get many repeat customers 6 67%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 5 56%
Special events in our area 2 22%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
Other 1 13%
Bookings/inquires are down - -
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease - -
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area - -
Expect fewer leisure travelers - -
Expect fewer business travelers 1 100%
Expect fewer local travelers - -
Expect fewer regional travelers - -
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Gas prices - -
U.S. economy 1 100%
Global economy 1 100%
Other - -
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Last minute bookings (n=8) 4 50% 2 25% 2 25%
Walk-in patrons (n=15) 7 47% 5 33% 3 20%
Retail sales (n=13) 5 38% 3 23% 5 38%
Dining out (n=3) - - 2 67% 1 33%
Length of stay (n=7) 2 29% 3 43% 2 29%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=l 1) 10 91% 1 9% - -
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=15) 11 73% 2 13% 2 13%
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Attractions, Ski areas, Museums: Responses to open ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: Ski areas, Attractions, Museums, 
Historic sites
Fewer tourists offset by those who staycationed.
Our program
Visitors consist of those traveling through, few are destination, but there is a book being published and we did 
have folks come to do family research for their portion on this book. Our travelers consist of hunters and retired 
folks so that has been about the same. Some families.
We are on the way to Glacier Park. This enables us to attract tourists easily as we provide a rest room and 
entertainment most days. It’s a good stretch your legs and shop stop. The quality of our merchandise and the 
good will of our sales force, as well as the entertainment, bring people back either personally or on the web.
Changes in Type of Visitor: Ski areas. Attractions, Museums, Historic sites 
Fewer government employees and business travelers. More cost conscious travelers
I believe we've seen more cost-conscious visitors because of the economy.
Looking for more value
Many more local travelers.
More destination travelers doing research for the county history book.
More local people staying home, I think.
More locals
More multigenerational families 
None
People looking for more affordable activities, which fits what we do: affordable training programs and races. 
The poor economy is actually benefiting us.
People looking for new types of experiences other than the traditional Montana western theme which we are 
not. Our type of business is just different than this.
Same
We have seen more Montana visitors staying within the state to vacation as well as the very wealthy who might 
go out of the country to travel, are staying in the country to do so.
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We received visitors from 27 states. But... we did not have any from out of the country. And we usually do.
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: Ski areas, Attractions, Museums, Historic sites
An increase in activities that are less expensive, for example, instead of staying at a hotel more people are 
camping.
Family connections to our area 
I can't answer this one.
I think folks are looking for more free and low-cost activities.
Looking for more inexpensive offerings 
No changes in particular.
None
People seeking affordable recreation. Walking and running are becoming more popular.
People want more for less. More people interested in hands-on activities.
Since we are not in the traditional type of Montana tourism business people are excited to find a unique 
attraction they didn't expect to find in Montana. We are also now seeing people from out of state seeking our 
type of business. I wouldn't say we are their main destination but certainly part of their plans.
T-shirt sales went way down - meeting room usage went up
Unknown
Additional Comments: Ski areas. Attractions, Museums, Historic sites
As I mentioned in the survey, we are not what may be considered a typical Montana theme type of attraction. I 
understand all responses in this survey are anonymous but feel free to use our unique business experience in 
your research. We are Tizer Botanic Gardens & Arboretum in Jefferson City and are located on basically a 
dead end gravel road between Helena and Butte. We saw more than 15,000 visitors (2008 stats. We have not yet 
totaled our 09 season) in our short five and one-half month season. We are basically the only attraction 
marketed as a Botanic Garden & Arboretum in Montana. The Zoo in Billings is a member of the American 
Public Garden Association as well but no one recognizes them as such an attraction as their focus is their Zoo. 
We are probably the second most visited attraction in Jefferson County next to L&C Caverns and maybe the 
most visited privately owned attraction. We are also going into our 4th year as a test and demonstration garden 
for the Denver Botanic Gardens and Colorado State University. This has probably somewhat boosted our 
credibility in the industry. People from all over the world have toured our gardens and have ranked some 
aspects of our gardens with some of the best experiences they have had in other public gardens. We currently 
have over one-half mile of trails and have been working on doubling our size. What people find most amazing
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is that we can grow thousands of types of perennials, shrubs and trees in a location that gets less than 65 
consecutive frost-free days. In naming just a few of our unique collections, we grow over 200 types of 
evergreens and have one of the largest collections of Clematis in North America. Because we are unique and 
basically the only one of a kind in Montana people seek us out. The next closest public gardens would be in 
Spokane, Cheyenne WY, Lethbridge AB, Denver or the Seattle and Portland area. We would be happy to 
provide additional information is you so desire.
As the Director of a Downtown membership organization, it's difficult to really assess the impacts on our 
members. My answers and comments are more anecdotal and hearsay than actual fact.
Getting folks to stop when they go through following the Warrior Trail. We also need for some of the 500 
truckers to stop. We need better motel accommodations for stay-overs.
I just feel sure that the best is ahead for all of us and that this next summer will be better than last! How can we 
think otherwise? No one wants a cloud of blue smoke around their business.
We are hearing from our visitors that they see us on the web and the percentage of visitors from that is steadily 
rising. The expensive travel guide ads and local newspaper ads don't help much. Free lance articles and 
editorials do help, but they are few and far between.
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Type of Tourism Operation: B&B, Ranches, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels, Hot 
Springs
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 13.86 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 29.18 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 year -  80 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 2 years -  110 years 
Sample size: 48 (21 & 27, respectively)
Due to the small number of responses of these 2 business types, these “accommodation” type businesses were 
combined in this analysis. This section represents 19 bed and breakfasts and 25 ranches, resorts, lodges, 
hostels and hot springs. These “accommodations” represent 16% of all outlook survey respondents.
Glacier Country 15 31%
Yellowstone Country 17 35%
Gold West Country 7 15%
Custer Country 3 6%
Russell Country 5 10%
Missouri River Country 1 2%
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Better marketing 3 27%
Improved website 3 27%
Expanded operations/services 2 18%
Returning guests 8 73%
Little competition in my area 2 18%
Affordability of what we offer 6 55%
U.S. economy 2 18%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates - -
More local travelers 4 36%
More regional travelers 5 46%
Special event(s) held in our area - -
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 4 36%
Other - -
Increase 11 23%
Decrease 27 57%
Remained the same 9 19%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  11
Less advertising on our part - -
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 10 37%
Increased competition in my area 3 11%
Our pricing may be too high 1 4%
U.S. economy 24 89%
Gas prices 4 15%
Exchange rates 2 7%
Fewer local travelers 5 19%
Fewer regional travelers 8 30%
Fewer business travelers 7 26%
Fewer leisure travelers 17 63%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 3 11%
Construction in area 4 15%
Weather 2 7%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 3 13%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  27
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Increase 20 44%
Decrease 5 11%
Remain the same 21 46%
If had Increase If had a deerease 
Outlook for 2010 in 2009 (n=87) in 2009 (n=145) 
# % #
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 8 40%
Better marketing pursued 8 40%
Improved website 9 45%
Experienced a gradual increase 9 45%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 4 20%
Affordability of what we offer 10 50%
Little competition in my area 2 10%
More local travelers - -
More regional travelers 1 5%
We get many repeat customers 12 60%
Canadian exchange rate 1 5%
Other exchange rates 1 5%
U.S. economy 9 45%
Special events in our area 1 5%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
Other 1 5%
Expand current business or site 5 11%
Renovate current site 7 15%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site 2 4%
Close down/sell business or site 3 6%
Remain the same 36 77%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n  47
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Bookings/inquires are down 4 80%
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease 1 20%
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area 1 20%
Expect fewer leisure travelers 2 40%
Expect fewer business travelers 1 20%
Expect fewer local travelers 1 20%
Expect fewer regional travelers 2 40%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 1 20%
Gas prices 2 40%
U.S. economy 4 80%
Global economy 3 60%
Other 2 40%
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Last minute bookings (n=45) 26 58% 9 20% 10 22%
Walk-in patrons (n=31) 12 39% 10 32% 9 29%
Retail sales (n=22) 5 23% 7 32% 10 45%
Dining out (n=15) 1 7% 8 53% 6 40%
Length of stay (n=44) 8 18% 18 41% 18 41%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=30) 17 57% 10 33% 3 10%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=39) 10 26% 20 51% 9 23%
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B&B, Ranches, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels, Hot Springs: Responses to open 
ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: B&B, Ranch, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels, 
Hot Springs
A lot o f the B&B business is repeat fishermen.
I don't know
Lack of advertisement
Many regular repeating customers and a steady flow of YNP visitors
Our 2008 season escalated very high and we were elated to reach nearly same outstanding number. We are a 
bed and breakfast with a great lodge and six cabin rentals we own and some we manage at our property and 
close by.
Our cabin rental decreased (general visitors) but we hosted a family reunion and several family day camps.
We were able to get people to our website and to contact us. Once we bad their ear we were able to find out 
what their needs were. Being a small business, we were able to negotiate prices to accommodate different 
budgets and needs. Revenue was down, but we at least bad people flowing through our business.
We've probably maintained because we are only one of two B&B's in Butte. We cater to people who enjoy 
smaller and specialty accommodations.
Changes in Type of Visitor: B&B, Ranch, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels, Hot Springs 
% decrease in number of US guests is greater than the % decrease in the number of European guests 
30% decline
Although our summer was the same as 2009, we have noticed a significant difference in the number of visitors 
in the Fall. Most of the visitors are business or "quick getaway" from neighboring communities or states.
At one we manage it is expanding and with more service to group events, like anniversaries and reunions and 
fly fishing.
Fewer families
Fewer families. More couples
Folks fbaf generally are nof particularly affected by the economy. Their fishing vacation is a must.
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Guests are booking shorter packages instead of the normal 6 night/5 day fishing package (food and lodging 
included in the package).
It seems like the visitors that are being attracted to the state of Montana are becoming increasingly frugal 
compared to previous visitors.
Less extended stay guests
Less foreign travel. More last minute bookings and majority were looking for discounts and specials. Guests 
seemed to be more cost conscience and less quality conscience.
Little to no inquiry from out of state people via the website. Without the specialty of family/kids day outings, it 
would not have been good. We held a national enduro event that brought in people from all over the US. They 
worked us into a vacation that combined an event the previous weekend in WY. This is not something that can 
be done every year.
More came for family events. Weddings, Reunions, Birthdays. Fewer to 'tour' MT outdoor attractions.
More cost-conscious 
More European visitors 
More Germans and French.
More in-state guests. A few more foreign visitors. More interest in guests to explore the less visited areas of 
the Park like Bowman and Kintla Lakes
More local retreats
More lodging guests visiting relatives, family reunions, rather than go to Europe or out of the country vacations. 
More Montana & regional visitors. More guests looking for bargains, discounts.
More on motorcycles, more Canadian/foreign visitors
More regional travelers (drivers), people linking vacations with business travel. Tourists needing to feel more 
value for their dollar... services, overall experience, quality, etc.
No changes
No families
Not as many international visitors.
People moving here from out of state.
Really looking for good dollar value and watching their money.
Short stays, closure of local school affected business 
Shorter length of stays.
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The first question was price. Since we are on the high end of pricing we lost a lot of business. We had much 
fewer children staying and no family reunions for the year.
The increase to Glacier were camping customers or just passing thru. It didn't realize into lodging and dining 
increases. June was a disaster which accounts for the 5% down over prior 08, however 08 was down due to gas 
prices so actually we were 12% down over best year.
Their visits were shorter. More Canadian and surrounding states visited this year.
We had more foreign visitors and also an increase in clients who can drive in from neighboring states vs. flying.
We saw a few more foreign visitors. Many said they were putting off planned vacations until things stabilized.
We saw an increase in local and regional travelers but a decrease in the number of nights they wanted to stay 
especially in the off-season (2 to 3 nights) rather than a week long vacation. Many did not make reservations 
more than 2 to 3 weeks in advance or less. Drop-in guests were looking for bargains and most asked for a "deal" 
of some type.
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: B&B, Ranch, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels, Hot Springs 
Cheap compared to usual guests.
Cheaper meals, far less interest in impulse buys in gift shop.
Fewer for horse/livestock events. Fewer hikers and fishing interest.
Less outdoor activities
Less tours/guides. More do it themselves.
Less willing to spend a lot on "extra" activities (e.g. boat rental)
Looking for lower rates and inclusive packages
Looking to do things near the B and B and, again, concern about the money.
Lots of repeat horseback riders. Day use only where previous uses included an overnight stay. Military guest 
numbers were way down. The economy has cut back on spending...
Many of our guests were cutting back on equipment rentals and dining out, maybe even shopping the local gift 
shops in town as we did see a decrease in our own in-house gift shop sales. To keep people satisfied we offered 
free Wi-Fi, boat, canoe, and kayak rentals this summer as an incentive to stay longer or come back next year 
and we are now allowing people to bring their pets as we are finding more people are trying to travel and stay in 
pet friendly places - sometimes the #1 question when they make their reservations.
More people were staying in Glacier National Park.
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Most were visiting Glacier and Yellowstone Park
Much less interest in dining out. Value shopping via extranet sites for lodging and very willing to ask for a deal. 
No changes
No families staying at B&Bs
None
None.
None...
Other than coming for shorter packages, I didn't notice a change in interests and activities from what we already 
offer at our lodge.
Our hunters are Blue collar workers and cannot afford the price of Licenses, gas and unknown economy, jobs. 
Regulations on Cat hunting have eliminated those hunters from out of state for us. We have booked zero clients 
for two years. We need to go back to a quota system other than drawings. We have eliminated the opportunity 
to attract out of state business. If we went to a quota system for all animals we would attract more out of state 
money and kill the same number of animals.
People are interested in a larger variety of activities, not just horseback riding and fishing.
People seem to want less organized activities at our ranch. Just want to relax.
People wanted their money's worth and many visitors had more than one destination planned on their vacation. 
Prices are an issue now / packages are necessary for length of stay.
Probably 95% of our B & B  guests are fishers. At our cabin, some were here to visit Yellowstone Park or visit 
Chico Hot Springs (nearby), but again, primarily to fish or hunt.
Same
The majority are visiting Jackson Hole, Yellowstone and Glacier. Many are visiting Montana for the first time. 
The same...hiking, fishing, less shopping in town...dining out remained the same.
Too expensive to fly to Bozeman.
Want cost effective bookings
We have had a very high inquiry level, but our clients are booking later. More people are asking for discounts.
We saw more camping and grocery store shopping by our guests. We did not make as many reservations for our 
guests at the high end restaurants.
We sell to horseback riders and those who want to learn.
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Additional Comments: B&B, Ranch, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels, Hot Springs
Although our expenses are going up we cannot raise our prices enough to cover them and still remain 
competitive.
Bed and Breakfasts should be lumped in with other lodging facilities as far as listings go. Many travelers simply 
do not yet know of their existence and the quality experiences they provide. Bed and Breakfasts provide the 
number one means of preserving historic homes and almost 100 % of the money generated stays in Montana 
and thus multiplies its value for our economy. It is very difficult for the mom and pop operations to promote to 
the extent needed in comparison to national chain hotels, yet they provide a much more unique Montana 
experience. The easier we make it for travelers to become aware of the local bed and breakfasts, the more the 
dollars they spend will benefit locally owned businesses and economy.
Concerned about interest rates going up and more taxes and wage caps to kill the US economy. It is very scary 
what present policy is. The dollar will crash. I hope foreign tourists keep us going and alive.
Do not expect the trend to reverse any time soon
Glacier is always an issue with opening and closing in such a short season.
Having the southern train route re-established would be a real boon to the Livingston/Bozeman area.
I still think the MT travel website could be organized better for visitors to find guest ranches and other outdoor 
services.
I think early in the 2009 season visitors were tentative, but by the end of June and through the first week of 
October more folks were making the commitment to travel.
I think it's going to be a slow recovery, but that 2010 will be better than 2009. Part of the problem is the 
perception of a bad economy has clients seeking shorter or less expensive vacations; when in fact the financial 
situation of many has not changed. There is a fear factor out there that makes people want to hold off a vacation 
until our nation/world economy is more stable. Somehow we need to portray the message that life is about 
living and creating memories despite what Wall Street says!
It is becoming harder each year in Yellowstone Country to compete with the big chain hotels/motels. Our state 
is becoming more homogenized with chain stores, accommodations and shopping. Small business owners are 
being squeezed. I feel our city Bozeman is becoming like "Any city USA" with the same stores chains etc...It is 
a shame.
Just the general economy and it will be a few years before it is built back.
Less and less incentive for a person to own his own business. Taxes too high, especially property taxes.
More emphasis and tracking should be done on in state travel. Missing is any information on OHV recreation 
and the effects on our economy. Huge opportunity missed, but due to the focus created by the media, academic 
institutions and preconceived attitudes in government agency's I don't look for any improvement.
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My concern is that after the "cash for clunkers" program has expired, the economy won't have legs to run on its 
own and we might have another dip. Our clients are on the high end and their decisions related to fly fishing 
vacations are based on how well the stock market is doing in most cases. If we don't have the clients, I can't 
keep my guides busy with work. This, of course, spirals down as you well know.
Pricing at Whitefish really hurt our business. They have so overbuilt there that they are giving away rooms. 
With their city tax structure they have an unfair advantage in advertising and business compared to the rest of 
Flathead Valley.
Sales tax needed to supplement tax payers’ burden. Tourism needs huge shot to rebound from downtrend.
Thank you for your efforts. We look forward to the results of the survey and ideas for this challenging 
economic time.
We appreciate all you do. We have been on a short vacation so am slow for being late to respond. I guess time 
shall tell, we hope to at least remain the same, Yellowstone was up and more guests are making decisions to 
come later than usual.
We are very hopeful that business will increase this year as the economy improves.
We will have to see how the economic picture plays out. Once the stimulus money has been spent and the cash 
for clunkers payments aren't being met because minimum wage doesn't make the grade or isn't available, grim 
times could unfold. Try to be free and clear.
Wondering where best to advertise to local customers. Seems that we should all be trying to get Montanans to 
enjoy their own state. This means less driving and longer stays. We have too many new Hotel/Motel Rooms.
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Type of Tourism Operation: Campgrounds
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 14.40 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 33 .25 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 /2  years -  45 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 6 years -  98 years 
Sample size: 11
Due to the small number of responses from public and private campgrounds individually, the two were 
combined for this analysis. This section represents 5 public campgrounds/RV parks and 6 private 
campgrounds/RV parks.
Glacier Country 5 46%
Yellowstone Country - -
Gold West Country 1 9%
Custer Country 2 18%
Russell Country 2 18%
Missouri River Country 1 9%
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Better marketing 3 38%
Improved website 1 13%
Expanded operations/services - -
Returning guests 5 63%
Little competition in my area - -
Affordability of what we offer 3 38%
U.S. economy 4 50%
Canadian exchange rate 2 25%
Other exchange rates - -
More local travelers 3 38%
More regional travelers 1 13%
Special event(s) held in our area - -
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 2 25%
Other - -
Increase 8 80%
Decrease - -
Remained the same 2 20%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  8
Less advertising on our part - -
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests - -
Increased competition in my area - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
U.S. economy - -
Gas prices - -
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers - -
Fewer regional travelers - -
Fewer business travelers - -
Fewer leisure travelers - -
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Construction in area - -
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other - -
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  0
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Increase 6 75%
Decrease - -
Remain the same 2 25%
Bookings/inquires are up 3 50%
Better marketing pursued 2 33%
Improved website 1 17%
Experienced a gradual increase 3 50%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 1 17%
Affordability of what we offer 3 50%
Little competition in my area - -
More local travelers 3 50%
More regional travelers 1 17%
We get many repeat customers 3 50%
Canadian exchange rate 1 17%
Other exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 1 17%
Special events in our area - -
We are new, so we are increasing - -
Other 1 17%
Expand current business or site 3 30%
Renovate current site 1 10%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site - -
Close down/sell business or site 1 10%
Remain the same 5 50%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n  10
Bookings/inquires are down - -
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease - -
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area - -
Expect fewer leisure travelers -
Expect fewer business travelers - -
Expect fewer local travelers - -
Expect fewer regional travelers -
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Gas prices - -
U.S. economy -
Global economy - -
Other - -
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers ^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Last minute bookings (n=l) 8 73% 3 27% - -
Walk-in patrons (n=10) 4 40% 4 40% 2 20%
Retail sales (n=4) - - 1 25% 3 75%
Dining out (n=4) - - 2 50% 2 50%
Length of stay (n=l 1) 8 73% 1 9% 2 18%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=9) 6 67% 3 33% - -
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=l 1) 5 45% 4 36% 2 18%
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Campgrounds: Responses to open ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: Campgrounds
We are small, we get repeats, word of mouth, we treat people with dignity, and give them all the information we 
can to keep them here longer. We tell them what we have, we also have great wifi. We keep our place clean 
and always a happy smile. We treat them like part of the family. They tell others and that is our best 
advertisement.
We are turning into a Class A Motorcoach Resort so it's hard to tell really if it's the same or otherwise at this 
time.
Change in type of visitor: Campgrounds
More Canadians are traveling to the states due to the money exchange 
More long stays, fewer one nighters 
More visitors from Canada 
No change
People coming from the closer big cities are not traveling as far, therefore my amenities are the closest yet they 
still feel like they are a world away from home.
Visitors are looking for good wifi, so we are going to keep that working. Majority of visitors are working 
people (on the computer). They travel with all kinds of business. We just need Glacier National Park to open 
earlier and we could get a longer season if they would just upgrade the roads going up to Bowman and Kintla 
Lakes. There is not enough for tourist to see on this side of the park.
Visitors did not stay as many nights as last year
We receive more Class A Motorcoaches then most anything else so we are remodeling to accommodate them.
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: Campgrounds 
A few more agate hunters
More people going back to the simple camping and RVing instead of the trip to Disneyland or other extravagant 
vacations.
No real changes as many of the activities in the area are very reasonable 
None
People asking about getting more history on the Glacier Park. Reenact some of the history. Especially for those 
who cannot HIKE. You have a lot of people who CAN NOT hike. Glacier Park needs to have programs for
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those people. Put together a big screen video of how the road was built and pictures of how they are rebuilding 
it now. People are interested in the construction because it is such a narrow road and the problems with the 
snow, and snow slides and how they work around all this. They would like to see these activities. How do they 
ever do it? I do my best to explain as I have been here a long time and hope I remember what they call the old 
tools. I have a lot of ideas but Glacier Park would have to get off their duffs and do their work.
They love FREE things to do around town and we are going to be providing them with this, this coming season.
Additional Comments: Campgrounds
The price of gas depends on how often tourist are traveling with RV's. The economy definitely has an impact 
on the tourist trade and RV usage.
We foresee a lot of repeat customers because we offer little perks that make our customers happy, plus very 
reasonable rates. Friendliness and helpfulness are assets that everyone appreciates.
Wish there were more dollars in the stimulus for businesses like mine that are struggling with a single owner 
operator. Thanks for your survey!
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Type of Tourism Operation: Hotel and Motel
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 9.41 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 33 .79 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months -  41 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 /2  years -  127 years 
Sample size: 58
Hotels and motels represent 20% of all survey respondents and 31% of all respondents representing the 
accommodation sector. Glacier Country and Yellowstone Country together represent 60% of all hotel and 
motel respondents in the state.
Glacier Country 22 39%
Yellowstone Country 13 23%
Gold West Country 8 14%
Custer Country 5 9%
Russell Country 6 11%
Missouri River Country 3 5%
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Better marketing 4 20%
Improved website 6 30%
Expanded operations/services 1 5%
Returning guests 13 65%
Little competition in my area 3 15%
Affordability of what we offer 13 65%
U.S. economy 2 10%
Canadian exchange rate 1 5%
Other exchange rates 3 15%
More local travelers 6 30%
More regional travelers 6 30%
Special event(s) held in our area 7 35%
Weather 2 10%
Fire activity 2 10%
Lack of fires 4 20%
Other 5 25%
Increase 20 35%
Decrease 34 59%
Remained the same 4 7%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  20
Less advertising on our part 3 9%
Reduced offerings/services 1 3%
Fewer returning guests 9 27%
Increased competition in my area 11 32%
Our pricing may be too high - -
U.S. economy 32 94%
Gas prices 8 24%
Exchange rates 5 15%
Fewer local travelers 10 29%
Fewer regional travelers 12 35%
Fewer business travelers 19 56%
Fewer leisure travelers 20 59%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 1 3%
Construction in area 4 12%
Weather 4 12%
Fire activity 1 3%
Lack of fires 5 15%
Other 2 6%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  34
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Increase 20 35%
Decrease 7 12%
Remain the same 30 53%
It had Increase If had a deerease 
Outlook for 2010 in 2009 (n=87) in 2009 (n=145) 
# % #
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 7 35%
Better marketing pnrsned 8 40%
Improved website 10 50%
Experienced a gradual increase 7 35%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 6 30%
Affordability of what we offer 11 55%
Little competition in my area 3 15%
More local travelers 5 25%
More regional travelers 4 20%
We get many repeat cnstomers 14 70%
Canadian exchange rate 1 5%
Other exchange rates 1 5%
U.S. economy 5 25%
Special events in our area 5 25%
We are new, so we are increasing 1 5%
Other 3 16%
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Expand current business or site 1 2%
Renovate current site 14 25%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 3 5%
Downsize current business or site - -
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 41 73%
Bookings/inquires are down
We’ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high
Increased competition in my area
Expect fewer leisure travelers
Expect fewer business travelers
Expect fewer local travelers
Expect fewer regional travelers
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses
Gas prices
U.S. economy
Global economy
Other
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
**n  55
Reason for Expected Decrease in # %='
2010(n=7)
71%
43%
71%
57%
29%
29%
14%
71%
29%
Last minute bookings (n=84) 27 48% 20 36% 9 16%
Walk-in patrons (n=52) 23 40% 21 36% 14 24%
Retail sales (n=26) - - 10 56% 8 44%
Dining out (n=17) 4 19% 7 33% 10 48%
Length of stay (n=76) 11 20% 25 45% 19 35%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=55) 31 67% 13 28% 2 4%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=67) 19 37% 18 35% 15 29%
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Hotel and Motel: Responses to open ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: Hotel and Motel
Aggressive revenue management techniques and creative marketing through social media, direct promo's to 
negotiated accounts, driving group market.
We are in an isolated area. 60-80 miles from the next town or motel. Winter months are always bad. 95% of 
our guests are men, and I think they are more apt to hunt and fish no matter the cost.
We have a loyal local return guest clientele
We house railroad crews for BNSF and only have a certain number of rooms to rent out
Changes in Type of Visitor: Hotel and Motel 
A shift to cheaper rooms over the unique, more expensive historic rooms
As far as recreation/tourist visitors they seemed to remain the same. Even the ones that were hit by the economy 
were cutting back somewhere else other than vacation (we see mainly hunting vacationers).
Customers are more price sensitive. They are buying over the internet. They are buying last minute. They are 
traveling by car rather than fly-ins.
Definitely looking for more "bargains." Guests are wanting any and all discounts available.
Down over 50%.
Fewer families and retired persons. Fewer Canadians.
I have not seen many changes in the type of visitor.
In July and August I had more visitors to my property from Washington State than from Montana state. 
Travelers were traveling closer to home.
International visitors
Last year we had over 200 Canadian Room nights this year we had 70 Canadian Room nights. 75% of our 
business this year were from Montana
Less tourists overall.
Lots more budget minded travelers. Wanted to pay less but be provided with more amenities for their dollar. 
Money value
More families and groups traveling together. Hikers, bicyclists are traveling more in this area due to excellent 
advertising from the governor’s office
More guest looking for better prices
More locals, far less out of country travelers and Europeans than last year 
More Montanan's traveling within the state
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More older people. Not many young 28-42 people traveling.
More people coming in very late with no reservations. They don't plan to stay overnight anywhere til they get 
to their destination, but often cannot drive any further. More people coming in asking for the "cheapest room 
you have."
More people traveling for business
More RV's, tents and local travelers (Washington, Idaho, Oregon, Utah.
No change 
None
None, Other than people are adhering to budgets more strictly.
None, we get transient travelers, business travelers, friends and relatives, hunters, fishers, skiers, and people 
who enjoy the scenic beauty.
People are shopping for better value and rates
Seemed more challenged financially
The guests are mostly truck drivers rather than vacationers
The more well-to-do are the ones traveling
They are making more last minute decisions and not staying as long.
Travelers from in state has decreased
Travelers were seeking discounts in almost every case. Our cabins with kitchens were more heavily used for 
meals. Many guests chose a smaller cabin to save money. Heavy last-minute bookings beginning in late July.
WE HAVE SEEN MORE CANADIANS TRAVELERS BECAUSEOF EXCHANGE RATE 
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: Hotel and Motel
ALOT LESS BIKERS AND PEOPLE CAME TO FOOTBALL GAMES BUT ENDED UP NOT STAYING 
OVERNIGHT
A lot of tourists visiting Glacier National Park. We did more advertising. Quite a few more USA citizens came 
to visit our National Parks than to go out of the country to visit foreign countries. More Canadians came to visit 
as well. I think the passport requirement will slow our Canadian recurrent visitors.
Cheaper way to see (fill in the blank)
Fewer people from Midwest and east
Folks were looking for things to do that didn't cost a lot of money, more outdoor activities. Hunting season has 
been down. More fisher people though.
Gas prices are down this year, compared to last year.
Glacier National Park seemed to be the most popular interest. However, I did notice that less people were 
concerned about Flathead Lake as they have been in the past.
Guests stayed longer to pursue special interests - Archie Bray, Historical Museum, local activities.
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Hardly any hunters this year. The ones that come are trying to get their game and make it home without staying 
over. Others, who usually book for a week, are staying only one night. Fewer fishermen. Fewer tourists 
wandering around town. More professional people: ie: geologists, archeologists, mineralogists, etc. staying at 
my smaller motel as their schools, companies, etc. will no longer pay for the more expensive accommodations.
Less concierge/adventure packages than last year. Our service providers were not as highly utilized as in 
previous years
Looking for less expensive activities
More fishermen pulling their own boats or wade fishing instead of using guides.
More interest in activities within 10 miles of property 
n/a
No change.
None
None — still here to see the sights
Not a lot of changes but more and more are looking for retirement sites in our area.
Same
They are all trying to find things to do that were affordable.
They seem to be looking for less expensive ways to enjoy themselves.
Tourists looking for less expensive accommodations, meals, etc.
Were more interested in doing activities that didn't cost extra $. Just the traveling vacation with the family and 
quality time spent with family seemed more important to most of the travelers.
With the economy I think more people ate out less. We offer Refrigerators and Microwaves in every room and 
they were used. We also noticed people had food packed in their vehicles and the picnic areas were full.
Additional Comments: Hotels and Motels 
2009 was a great year for us. We look forward to 2010!
A big surprise considering the "supposedly bad economy." If employment continues to slide, perhaps we'll see 
fewer numbers next summer.
Because I get mostly workers, Montana workers, I did not go up in my prices this year, even though most of my 
expenses went up. More and more employers are not paying per diem, and workers have to pay for rooms and 
meals and still keep their families clothed, housed and fed at home. I will have to go up in the spring, if I make 
it through the winter. Fm sure many other smaller motels are in the same situation. Workers stay with us
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because this is what they can afford. If expenses continue to rise, we smaller motel owners will have to shut 
down, leaving only the bigger, more expensive places for workers to stay. They would wind up not making 
anything in the long run. This whole situation is not good for anyone except State Government. I was sorry to 
see the Bed Tax rise to 7%. If there is so much $ left over, I feel that it should be dropped back down to 4%, or 
even 3%.
Cost of air travel to Montana is extremely high. A number of our corporate accounts have requested lower rates 
to offset the airline tickets.
Hopefully 2010 will be a better economic year for the country as a whole.
I fear the tourist/ local visitor market will continue to be very soft into 2010
If gas prices stay low we expect our rates to stay low and occupied rooms to go up. Especially in the first 
quarter over 2009. My concern is the gas prices.
Just a tough year but will get better
Lack of work (jobs) could put me out of business in a year. Increases in utilities and taxes would only make 
things worse.
More advertising directed to the western part of Canada. We need the Canadian tourist dollars directed this way. 
Advertise no sales tax, and good value for your dollar spent!
Our Economy and how it will affect the hotel industry.
Our increase in business was mostly due to an increase in maintenance work done by PP&L in Col strip and 
BNSF Railroad near Forsyth.
Since we are off the beaten path of the interstate and starting this fall again we are going to be putting up with 
road construction and that has deterred guests in the past.
The industry needs to develop Montana tourism in the off months. We need to attract more visitors during the 
shoulder months of September through March.
The state government should use the 7% tax collected by lodging businesses exclusively on marketing Montana, 
which it was originally intended for, and not use it for the general fund. The shoulder and off seasons should be 
particularly focused on, so that our business is more consistent and strong throughout the year.
We had a much greater visitor count in September than last year. I believe it is the senior citizens visiting since 
the children went back to school as well as less traffic to deal with on the highways.
We had almost a 20% drop in Montana visitors compared to our average. The change was mostly in May, June 
and October. We think weather played a big part as it was awful in early June and really cold in early October.
We hope that more people travel the back roads of Montana. That they get off the highway to discover the other 
beautiful places we have in this state.
We were pretty full most nights during the summer but now we have slowed way down, more so this fall then at 
this same time last fall. Would be nice if we had more going on in or around Missoula to lure people to stay in 
town during the slower months.
We were thinking of building new units, but the economy the way it is I don't think we will.
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Type of Tourism Operation: Outfitters, Guides, Cattle drives. Wagon 
trains. Tours
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 16.90 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 19.80 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 1 year -  50 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 year -  72 years 
Sample size: 52 (40, 3 & 9, respectively)
The respondents for the businesses in this section include 40 outfitters/guides, 3 cattle drive/wagon train, and 
9 tour operations. This group represents 18% of all respondents to the outlook survey.
Glacier Country 13 25%
Yellowstone Country 15 29%
Gold West Country 10 19%
Custer Country 3 6%
Russell Country 9 17%
Missouri River Country 2 4%
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Better marketing 4 50%
Improved website 1 13%
Expanded operations/services 1 13%
Returning guests 2 25%
Little competition in my area
Affordability of what we offer 1 13%
U.S. economy 2 25%
Canadian exchange rate 1 13%
Other exchange rates 1 13%
More local travelers 2 25%
More regional travelers 3 38%
Special event(s) held in our area - -
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 2 25%
Other 2 25%
Increase 8 15%
Decrease 32 62%
Remained the same 12 23%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers 
**n  8
Less advertising on our part 2 7%
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 12 39%
Increased competition in my area 2 7%
Our pricing may be too high - -
U.S. economy 28 90%
Gas prices 4 13%
Exchange rates 1 3%
Fewer local travelers 4 13%
Fewer regional travelers 3 10%
Fewer business travelers 1 3%
Fewer leisure travelers 11 38%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 7 23%
Construction in area 2 7%
Weather 2 7%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 3 10%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  32
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Increase 24 48%
Decrease 5 10%
Remain the same 21 42%
If had Increase If had a deerease 
Outlook for 2010 in 2009 (n 87) in 2009 (n 145) 
# % #
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 9 39%
Better marketing pursued 6 26%
Improved website 7 30%
Experienced a gradual increase 9 39%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 4 17%
Affordability of what we offer 4 17%
Little competition in my area 3 13%
More local travelers 6 26%
More regional travelers 4 17%
We get many repeat customers 14 61%
Canadian exchange rate 1 4%
Other exchange rates 1 4%
U.S. economy 18 78%
Special events in our area 4 17%
We are new, so we are increasing - -
Other - -
Expand current business or site 10 20%
Renovate current site 7 14%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 1 2%
Downsize current business or site 2 4%
Close down/sell business or site 2 4%
Remain the same 32 63%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n  48
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Bookings/inquires are down 2 40%
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease - -
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area - -
Expect fewer leisure travelers 2 40%
Expect fewer business travelers 2 40%
Expect fewer local travelers 1 20%
Expect fewer regional travelers 1 20%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 1 20%
Gas prices 2 40%
U.S. economy - -
Global economy 1 20%
Other - -
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Last minute bookings (n=49) 25 51% 12 24% 12 24%
Walk-in patrons (n=31) 9 29% 14 45% 8 26%
Retail sales (n=22) 3 14% 5 23% 14 64%
Dining out (n=6) - - 4 67% 2 33%
Length of stay (n=31) - - 17 55% 14 45%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=35) 22 63% 12 34% 1 3%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=37) 15 41% 16 43% 6 16%
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Outfitters, Guides, Cattle drives. Wagon trains. Tours: Responses to open 
ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: Outfitters, Guides, Cattle drives.
Wagon trains. Tours
Decreased on the outfitting side while the trail rides and wagon rides increased for the summer months 
Effective marketing, we worked hard to get what we got 
I advertised more, which kept business from dropping
I would like the survey to be a little better to say what the business is than say outfitter and guide. We should be 
able to pick at least two things that fit the operation plan that you ask about.
Our gross sales were down just a little bit, but we chose to close one day a week, whereas we were open 7 days 
in 2008, so cannot in good conscience report a decrease.
Our price point is good; we're within Glacier National Park
Reasonable prices and excellent service
The aerial scenic tours I offer are not high-dollar, so business stays steady year to year.
Visitors return annually.
Visitors seemed to increase in numbers from Canada, Washington State, and Europe. Butte is perhaps more 
"known" to such potential tourists.
We have repeat clientele.
Changes in Type of Visitor: Outfitters, Guides, Cattle drives. Wagon trains. Tours
Additional packages 
Don’t know
Fewer people spending money on $300 to $600 retail items and guided fishing trips
For some unknown reason, I saw people with a lot higher education levels than I have seen in the past.
I have not seen any changes.
Instead of people taking trips overseas, etc., they are coming to Montana and camping and such. Campgrounds 
in this area were almost full all summer.
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It has slowed down but the ones that are coming will put enough money aside to take the trip they want 
Less money
Less out of state tourists, more local
Local and Montana visitors
More Camping
More concerned about costs
More conservative
More families, regional travelers
More increase from international travelers, decreased interest in locals 
More locals
More Montana clients and more Washington, Oregon clients 
More Montana resident business and Canadian customers.
More people interested in value for the dollar as well as quality service. Information and custom planning helps.
Much more last minute requests, much more unabashed questioning of making deals on stated price
No change
No changes
None
None
Nonresident visitors from neighboring states have increased.
Not as many new folks coming, mostly repeat clients.
Older clients, came later in the season
People ask more question about what the money spent gets them. They shop around more. Don't plan as far 
ahead for a vacation. Many last minute bookings.
People hunting want to come and get their animals and leave right away. IE: opening morning a guy shot his 
bull and then left the next day. Lots of technology inclined people can't stand to be away from internet, cell 
phones, emails, texting etc.
People looking for a cheap daily activity
People spending only on necessities
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People staying closer to home, not spending money 
The same kind as last year
They are less likely to stay for more than two days.
Visitors taking cheaper vacations. Camping out and not spending on extras.
We booked more people for Idaho hunts, Montana licensing was too high, so they opted for the less expensive 
Idaho license. This in turn hurts our bottom line because we cannot offer as many hunts on the Idaho side as we
do in Montana, but the license price is a definite factor.
We found people were more interested in shorter last minute trips.
We have seen a decrease in the amount of tourist and the remaining tourist have been more frugal. They are less
likely to purchase add-on sales and they desired discounts.
We saw ALOT of visitors from the NW region - Washington, Oregon etc.
We've had more local business
With the poor economy in the East we see only wealthy clients returning...
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: Outfitters, Guides, Cattle drives. Wagon trains. 
Tours
Cheaper activities
Desire for shorter duration trips and packages 
Doing activities that don't cost as much.
Don’t know
Educational and information seekers.
Less activities 
Less money
Looking for less expense in their trips.
Lots more travelers staying in the campgrounds, traveling within driving distances, and regrouping to the idea 
of National Parks.
Many will not book in advance, especially hunters. Predators in Montana and Idaho have decreased hunting
More activities for less money spent -folks participated in more "free" type activities that have very few or 
limited barriers to entry like hiking (only really need a pair of shoes) or sight seeing in YNP (once inside the 
gates spend as much time as wanted basically free except for getting around if they wanted to go that route)
More are interested in the culture as well as history info. Others wish to explore further
More camping
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More down to earth...outdoor activities
More instate travel
More interest in fly fishing.
No changes 
No Changes 
None 
None
Not really a change in their interests, just fewer participants.
Ongoing increase in awareness of possibilities for cultural and historic tourism as well as preserved historic 
architecture
Perhaps more folks interested in birding.
Retail store sale are down, and people didn't sign up for as many activities.
Shorter duration type of trips.
Shorter stays in Montana, fewer recreational days.
Shorter trips
Some of them are not only fishing but sight seeing as well.
Stay in U.S.
They are looking at more things to do in the state rather than go far out of state, lots to do here 
They were less interested in shopping, but still bought items that they liked and had value.
Trying to do more unguided activities to save money
Want to just come and stay and hunt on their own. We house and feed them.
We offer two "tours" in our business - stagecoach tours and horseback riding. Our horseback business was 
down, but the stagecoach was up significantly, evening out our gross sales. The stagecoach tour is less 
expensive, and it seems people chose that route, perhaps based on price. Also the stagecoach tour is most likely 
to be fitting for ALL members of the family, the ultra young and the older population - families didn't seem to 
want to split up to do "their own thing."
Additional Comments: Outfitters, Guides, Cattle drives. Wagon trains. Tours
Contacts in West Yellowstone said a recession is good for Yellowstone Park, as it is a less expensive vacation. 
Of course our business is driven by the visitors in Yellowstone Park.
Encourage outfitters to stay in their own district.
Good Luck!
Have MFWP ease up on small outfitters and guides. It seems they are looking for a reason to shut them down 
when in fact these guys are bringing in millions of dollars to the state.
I do hope things get better. It has been a hard year for many in the recreation industry.
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I get quite a few calls from guests who found our business on your web site. Thank you
Income is down, but expenses are up. We do not dare raise prices at this time, any suggestions?
It seems that we've seen interest return to pre-crash levels. People just aren't as spooked about the economy as 
they were at this time last year.
Make the survey a little better where we can to just pick only one type of business that comes from the same 
recreation person to cover more than one item
Mining and agriculture provide the state with new wealth so bringing in out of state tourism money is nice but 
not as good as high paying mining jobs.
More diagnostics on the results of this survey and determine new or repeat markets. I've experienced return 
customers in the form of adult children bringing their parents back who once brought them to Montana to fish.
n/a
None
None
Thank you!
The advertising in Travel MT that we have used for years has almost doubled and we can't afford to advertise in 
it. It has hurt us not being in the book. Whatever happened to small family businesses????
The clients we met were interested in information on what made Montana different. They were not t-sbirt 
buyers. They bad questions about the water, fires, conservation and wilderness regions. They were educated 
people and liked service.
Until the economy comes back, we are all going to see less hunters and fishermen 
Until the economy improves we will continue to see a decrease in customers.
We need more help in getting the advertizing out I believe that all people involved in tourism should take these 
trips that are available to them and then they could tell all tourism and recreation people about the experience 
they bad and bow they were treated at each. I know you cannot go to all but bit a few in different areas.
We plan an increase in advertising next year which was not asked about.
We tried very bard to sell Montana bunts, we did three promotional shows and did not write even one contract 
for a booking. We saw more problems with the economy in the eastern United States. The lack of bookings for 
us translates into less money to spend in our community for groceries, labor, etc. and we feel bad, but we don't 
know bow to change the economy.
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Type of Tourism Operation: Travel Planners, Tourism Promotion & 
Advertising
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 10.53 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 28.65 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 2 years -  50 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 3 years -  100 years 
Sample size: 18 (6 & 12, respectively)
Respondents for businesses in this section are a combination of planning and promotion businesses. These 
include 6 travel planners and 12 tourism promotion and advertising companies. This group represents 3 
percent of all respondents to the outlook survey.
Glacier Country 5 28%
Yellowstone Country 3 17%
Gold West Country 1 6%
Custer Country 3 17%
Russell Country 5 28%
Missouri River Country 1 6%
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Better marketing 2 50%
Improved website 1 25%
Expanded operations/services - -
Returning guests 1 25%
Little competition in my area - -
Affordability of what we offer 3 75%
U.S. economy 1 25%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates - -
More local travelers 3 75%
More regional travelers - -
Special event(s) held in our area 1 25%
Weather - -
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other - -
Increase 4 24%
Decrease 10 59%
Remained the same 3 18%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  4
Less advertising on our part - -
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 2 20
Increased competition in my area - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
U.S. economy - -
Gas prices 4 40%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers - -
Fewer regional travelers 1 10%
Fewer business travelers 2 20%
Fewer leisure travelers 7 70%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Construction in area - -
Weather 1 10%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other - -
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  10
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Increase 9 56%
Decrease 2 13%
Remain the same 5 31%
If had Increase If had a deerease 
Outlook for 2010 in 2009 (n=87) in 2009 (n=145) 
# % #
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 4 44%
Better marketing pursued 3 33%
Improved website 2 22%
Experienced a gradual increase 4 44%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings - -
Affordability of what we offer 3 33%
Little competition in my area - -
More local travelers 4 44%
More regional travelers 6 67%
We get many repeat customers 3 33%
Canadian exchange rate 2 22%
Other foreign exchange rates - -
U.S. economy 5 56%
Special events in our area 2 22%
We are new, so we are increasing 1 11%
Other - -
Expand current business or site 4 25%
Renovate current site - -
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site 2 13%
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 10 63%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n  16
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Bookings/inquires are down 1 50%
We’ve done less marketing - -
Experiencing a gradual decrease - -
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area 1 50%
Expect fewer leisure travelers 1 50%
Expect fewer business travelers - -
Expect fewer local travelers 1 50%
Expect fewer regional travelers 1 50%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses
Gas prices - -
U.S. economy - -
Global economy 1 50%
Other - -
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Last minute bookings (n=8) 2 25% 4 50% 2 25%
Walk-in patrons (n=14) 4 29% 5 36% 5 36%
Retail sales (n=6) - - 2 33% 4 67%
Dining out (n=4) - - 1 25% 3 75%
Length of stay (n=10) 1 10% 6 60% 3 30%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=12) 7 58% 3 25% 2 17%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=15) 9 60% 3 20% 3 20%
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Travel and Event planners, Tourism promotion, Advertising: Responses to 
open ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: Travel and Event planners, Tourism 
promotion. Advertising
It seemed that the number of travelers through the region were about the same. While the number of out of state 
may have decreased, we believe the number of in state travelers increased.
Mine stayed the same as, mostly do tours, however do mainly travel planning. It just depends on the interest for 
various people and what is planned per year.
We saw on average the same number of tourist in our office. Our motels had a soft June but things were busy 
for the remainder for the summer season. We saw more folks traveling with trailers/campers. Being on the 
main artery to Glacier - and with their visitation being up - we feel we were a benefactor in that trend.
Changes in Type of Visitor: Travel and Event planners. Tourism promotion. Advertising 
Less out of state people
More camping, visiting national parks, shorter stays
More families, genealogy researchers, people taking more local, shorter trips.
More in state visitors
More value-oriented—watching their pennies; bargain shoppers; negotiating rates 
Not quite as many traveling, but those who did were spending money.
People doing trips, tours closer to home.
Visitors looking for value/packages, any kind of deal that would help the cost of their vacation.
We are seeing more regional or drive market travelers.
We saw more folks traveling the state that live in MX. We continued to see a great number of Canadian 
travelers.
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: Travel and Event planners. Tourism promotion. 
Advertising
Less out of state people 
About the same.
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More relaxed as far as time, more practicality in purchasing.
More visitors stay in the state and enjoyed seeing what we have here.
No big change... people were just wanting a change... some were on long trips but most were taking a long 
weekend and exploring things closer to home.
No change, really. People still interested in outdoor activities just as they always have. Maybe less guided 
activities versus self guided.
Not any, really.
Purchasing lower priced items
Same
Seeking more authentic, unique and active type travel
Seemed like there was a wider range of types of visitors this past year.
Travelers this year are spending less and looking for back to basic experiences. Camping, state or national 
parks, etc.
Additional Comments: Travel and Event planners. Tourism promotion. Advertising
I think promotion at the state level will help with the competition factor with those looking to attract the same 
visitors as Montana and our various communities and activities.
I think we hit bottom this last year and will continue to see things improve gradually recover over the next 
couple years.
In traveling across the state, I found this summer, there is a serious lack of good and decent places to get a 
nutritional meal. Especially in all of Eastern Montana, that is East of Billings, North and South. I think it is 
difficult for businesses to get good honest hard working help, so they are closed. I take a lunch most of the time 
as we are usually between places that would have good food come noon. We did find a neat place in Circle, 
Mt. called the Wooden Nickel. Has lots of western and local nostalgia art decor. Food was good with friendly 
service.
Montana is a hidden gem. Our natural resources and beauty are still pristine. It is our job as tourism 
professionals to respect that and constantly strive to protect this asset for future travelers.
We are looking forward to the Glacier Park celebration and currently working on ways to partner with them and 
get our community's name and attractions tagged to possible Glacier ads and to get our word out better with in 
the park.
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Type of Tourism Operation: Vacation homes, Condos, Cabins
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 5.93 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 7.81 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 months -  29 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 1 year -  74 years 
Sample size: 71
This section is composed of an accommodation type where the visitor is most likely to spend multiple days in 
one location. This group represents 25 percent of all respondents to the outlook survey and 38 percent of all 
respondents of accommodations.
Glacier Country 26 37%
Yellowstone Country 38 54%
Gold West Country 3 4%
Custer Country - -
Russell Country 3 4%
Missouri River Country - -
*percent may not add to 100 (ronnding)
Better marketing 10 40%
Improved website 6 24%
Expanded operations/services 2 8%
Returning guests 11 44%
Little competition in my area 1 4%
Affordability of what we offer 8 32%
U.S. economy 5 20%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates - -
More local travelers - -
More regional travelers 12%
Special event(s) held in our area 2 8%
Weather 3 12%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires 5 20%
Other 4 16%
Increase 25 36%
Decrease 30 43%
Remained the same 15 21%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  25
Less advertising on our part 1 3%
Reduced offerings/services - -
Fewer returning guests 11 37%
Increased competition in my area 8 27%
Our pricing may be too high 1 3%
U.S. economy 27 90%
Gas prices 8 27%
Exchange rates - -
Fewer local travelers 3 10%
Fewer regional travelers 5 17%
Fewer business travelers 4 13%
Fewer leisure travelers 16 53%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses 2 7%
Construction in area 1 3%
Weather 1 3%
Fire activity - -
Lack of fires - -
Other 3 10%
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  30
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Increase 30 43%
Decrease 11 16%
Remain the same 29 41%
If had Increase If had a deerease 
Outlook for 2010 in 2009 (n 87) in 2009 (n 145) 
# % #
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 16 53%
Better marketing pursued 9 30%
Improved website 7 23%
Experienced a gradual increase 13 43%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings 4 13%
Affordability of what we offer 10 33%
Little competition in my area 1 3%
More local travelers 4 13%
More regional travelers 4 13%
We get many repeat customers 8 27%
Canadian exchange rate 3 10%
Other exchange rates
U.S. economy 10 33%
Special events in our area - -
We are new, so we are increasing 7 23%
Other 5 17%
Expand current business or site 6 9%
Renovate current site 3 4%
Add more sites/business elsewhere 2 3%
Downsize current business or site 2 3%
Close down/sell business or site 2 3%
Remain the same 57 80%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n  17
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Bookings/inquires are down 9 82%
We’ve done less marketing 1 9%
Experiencing a gradual decrease 3 27%
Reduced our offerings/services - -
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area 5 46%
Expect fewer leisure travelers 7 64%
Expect fewer business travelers 2 18%
Expect fewer local travelers 3 27%
Expect fewer regional travelers 3 27%
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Gas prices 3 27%
U.S. economy 9 82%
Global economy 2 18%
Other 2 18%
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Last minute bookings (n=63) 31 49% 21 33% 11 17%
Walk-in patrons (n=22) 5 23% 11 50% 6 27%
Retail sales (n=7) 2 29% 1 14% 4 57%
Dining out (n=6) 1 17% 2 33% 3 50%
Length of stay (n=62) 11 18% 35 56% 16 26%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=34) 12 35% 18 53% 4 12%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=51) 13 25% 25 49% 13 25%
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Vacation homes, Condos, Cabins: Responses to open ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: Vacation homes, Condos, Cabins 
Did not rent in 2008
First year in business
Good client base -repeat customers
I don't know
I have a lot of visitors who return every year. I also think my rates have been fair and I did not change them. 
Most of my guests are here visiting family and that hasn't changed. I have a really solid client base. My business 
spreads by word of mouth.
LOCATION, CABINS, RATES
Our rates remained the same.
Repeat customers, riverfront property, peaceful location
Return customers, word-of-mouth referrals, providing outstanding value and unique quality lodging 
We had many return guests, both from US and international 
We have only 1 cabin
Changes in Visitor Type: Vacation homes. Condos, Cabins
A lot of well to do people from Florida, Pennsylvania, Georgia and such are booking our cabin 
About the same 
Condo has been leased
Don't spend as much, don't stay as long and don't plan as far ahead 
Everybody is looking for the best deal possible!
Guests came from all over the United States 
Had no guests so cannot respond
Higher percentage of visitors were affluent. Spent more and stayed longer.
I've just had more inquires. Most likely because of affordability.
Increase in early reservations, many more return guests and referrals from return guests.
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It's my first year; I cannot compare 
Larger groups
Last min. bookings. Part weeks and wanting more flexibility of booking from us.
Less willing to spend money. Will share food — split meals.
Lots more people traveling from out of state we noticed.
Market is totally price driven, smaller families, groups, renting smaller condos or hotel rooms- little demand for 
large houses where 2-3 families come together, little demand for high-end, high priced deluxe accommodations
More affordable rates desired. They want discounts for longer stays
More Canadian visitors.
More cost conscious and deal seeking
More guests from Montana and fewer from far away places
More last minute travelers, and those traveling within a 4-6 hour radius.
More visitors looking for less than a week at a vacation home. Lots of 3 and 4 day vacations.
Most were repeat or referral guests and they stayed an average of 5 days.
My type of visitor has remained pretty consistent.
No change
No changes. We have family reunions and fisherman who rent our home and lodge.
No changes. The guests stayed in one place longer than the previous year.
None really
None
None
None really
None. People come to our cabin to "get away from it all, and to visit Glacier National Park.
Not sure, things are very up in the air right now.
No change
People who are less burdened by today's economy
Reduction in guests due to the economy. That is what they told me.
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Same
The family reunion/wedding/memorial groups using our facilities.
There have been more people from Montana and fewer people from Europe 
They all expect a substantial discount to lodging rates.
Two month-long visitors from out of state
We had a couple last minute vacation home rentals. That has never happened before since our clients usually 
plan far in advance.
We have been seeing visitors that would normally vacation in more expensive areas such as Big Sky, Jackson 
Hole etc.
We have not seen a change in the type of visitors at our facility.
We noticed an increase in family reunions.
We saw an increase in number of people visiting but decrease in length of stay. Visitor definitely wanted a full 
kitchen to cut down on costs
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: Vacation homes, Condos, Cabins
Continual interest in bringing the family to an affordable vacation to experience the wonders of Yellowstone.
Don’t know
Extended families wanting to be close to local family but have privacy 
Generally the same interests, just less days to enjoy them.
I have had an increase of visitors wanting to see Yellowstone National Park and an increase interest in hiking 
and decrease in fishing.
It's my first year; I cannot compare
Looking for deals
Many ask for a discount in lodging, want discounted ski tickets etc. More often than a typical year.
More came to see Yellowstone Park and less fisherman and hunters
More RV campers due to the drop in gas prices which resulted in less rentals within my cabins. Last year 
people drove cars, planned to camp and decided to seek more comfort in a cabin. Had some longer term 
bookings.
More summer visits.
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Most all were very concerned about our country and the government and hesitate making plans to spend money.
My guests, for the most part, indicated that they were cutting back. Folks staying at my cabin did not stay as 
long...most visits were for one to three days.
NA
No change
No change in the actual interests & activities which for our resort is mostly outdoor oriented, but guests were 
looking for free activities and appreciative of discounts
No change.
No change. Yellowstone Park is the attraction in my vacation rental.
No changes
No changes - people come here to see Yellowstone National Park and to escape the big cities where they make 
the big bucks.
Non really
None
None
None.
None. Most come to fish and visit Yellowstone National Park.
Same
Same answer as above
The people that write in our journal get excited about all of the planned activities...horse trips, rafting, safari, 
tours etc. so we get very active clients, also they like the location of our cabin with unobstructed views of the 
Yellowstone River and YNP.
This seems to have stayed the same.
Visitors are interested in Yellowstone Park as always but are also very interested in local activities that keep 
them close to the vacation home. All suggestions have been welcome.
We are in a mountainous region with lakes, rivers, and lots of trails so the visitors that come to our area want to 
experience this beauty. So we have not seen a change in the visitors’ interest or activities.
We had 3 weddings at our cabin and several honeymooners
We saw an increase in guests who were interested in hiking, sightseeing, photographing, and simply relaxing 
rather than mainly just flyfishing and rafting.
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Additional Comments: Vacation homes, Condos, Cabins
Airfare is too high. Get Southwest to fly into BZN. You need more airline competition. Lift tickets cost too 
much. Unemployment is at 10% and I've read predictions it will go to 17% by 2018 and that assumes GDP will 
grow 2%/year. If that isn't bad enough, the under-employed is currently at least 7%. So, 17% of the working 
population will not be traveling any time soon. I've noticed that some of the employed people are willing to 
travel, but only at prices 40% less than 2007 prices.
Big Sky has received a lot of bad press this year relative to nearby private clubs and this has had a negative 
impact resulting in a decline in tourism, especially local Montanans
I continue to be astounded that as a state with so many natural attractions, that Montana does not promote and 
advertise itself better. In the Flathead Valley, we experienced official unemployment as high as 12.9% in 
January/February with real unemployment of nearly double that amount. The growth in this area over the past 
ten years is a result of tourism. I am a Democrat, but we seem to have a Governor who does not care that we 
continue to lose our young people because we do not build an industry of tourism here. In Northwest Montana, 
it is not about wheat, it is no longer about timber and it is not about coal or other minerals, it is about tourism 
and we need leadership from the State Level. At a recent meeting of the Flathead Convention and Visitors 
Bureau, someone gave a report of a meeting she had attended for Montana Tourism and the consulting group 
proclaimed how much time they had spent to make sure they had the font just right for the print ads. Oh my 
God! For the print ads! No talk of the Internet, no talk of video for the Internet, no talk of viral marketing 
with the Internet. Talk about fonts for print ads depresses me. That is the state of the State of Montana Tourism 
Marketing.
I did see an increase in guests wishing to cram more people into the cabin. For example, the cabin sleeps 4, but 
the guests wished to accommodate 6-8, wanting to bring sleeping bags and such. I also saw an increase in 
foreign travelers this year.
I feel the 7% lodging tax is excessive. I have a lot of expenses running a vacation home — taxes, upkeep, 
utilities, internet, and cannot charge less than I do and still make a profit. The lodging tax is 7% over my rate 
and what do they get for it? What do any of us get for it except a bunch of reports? This additional expense 
figures in for a family deciding whether they can afford to rent my place.
I have never had a year with no visitors or no inquiries and called the tourist bureau to see if my area had been 
adversely affected. They didn't have any statistics at that point. I believe the economy is to blame as my 
vacation cabins are reasonably priced for a family and my place offers many free activities. I am hoping next 
year will turn around but am a bit pessimistic.
I have not had any email requests for 3 months. Not even an inquiry. I wondered if my web site was taken off 
the Montana Travel site. I've never had a time in 17 years that I was not full the 4th of July. This year I had 
no one. My business would not support me at all this year.
I would like to see no increases in bed taxes and permit use or any regulations that would inhibit the small 
business owners to turn a profit. Biggest fear is that we get taxed or regulated to the point that it is not worth
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staying in business. We need to make sure that the state doesn't kill the tourism business by draining the pockets 
of the business owners. Since tourism is seasonal, we need to hang on to profits to cover down years and get us 
through winter. Please keep that in mind.
If we continue to allow development along our rivers and streams with no set backs or zoning, the tourist 
industry will be affected negatively. Our guests do not come out to see lights, McMansions, ponds etc. built in 
our beautiful valleys. The legislature needs to not listen to the real estate lobby but to the environmental groups 
that have the best interest in our state. Put some teeth into the control of development. Jobs that save Montana 
from development and conserve our resources. After all, agriculture and tourism are our two largest economic 
forces.
Interestingly we have not had many European visitors this season where last year we had a reasonable 
percentage. People tend to book our cabin rental because we offer cooking facilities which would indicate that 
they want to save money on the ever increasing cost of dining out. In winter, we find that the cost to rent a 
snowmobile and the required guides is becoming cost prohibitive for most folks. Those who can afford bring 
their own machines and rent cabins. The restrictions in the Park are causing visitors to stay away. We would 
be in favor of allowing people to go into the Park without guides and the added expense.
Local residents didn't have money to spend on food/restaurant meals. I don't see this improving this year. I am 
also concerned that we will have a fire season since the weather was excellent last year, and although dry we 
did not have a fire season in our area and haven't really had one, except controlled burns for probably 10 years.
Looks like the biggies are taking over the business of tourism and making it impossible for the small time 
operator to compete. In the case of Big Sky it is the Boyne Corp. taking all of the skier business with their 
packaging and discounting of lift tickets for their customers leaving others out of Schlitz.
Montana is a great draw...tourists will always come and the numbers and length of stay will get better over the 
next couple years.
None
Not enough people traveling during this recession. Also Montana is starting to get a little crowded and has 
therefore lost some of its attractiveness.
Our best season (we're only open in the summer) was 2007. We were down some in 2008 and down only a 
little from our 2008 numbers in 2009.
Thanks!
The Montana tourism site needs to contain more information on rates and booking lengths of stays
The road closures in Yellowstone N.P. have been a big factor to tourism in West Yellowstone this past fall 
season.
We actually doubled our reservations in 2009 compared to 2008 which was our first year. We were very happy 
with the increase and the types of people inquiring to visit our vacation home and enjoy the local area activities 
that Montana provides. We are looking forward to a great 2010 season!
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We already have bookings for next summer and receive inquires by email every few days. We have bad great 
feedback about our vacation rental from our guests.
We are honored to have the treasurers of Yellowstone in our Montana backyard. People from all over the world 
leave positive messages (in my cabins journals and emails) of their holiday and lodging experience in visiting 
the wonders of Yellowstone. Tourism and recreation in Yellowstone is a Montana Treasure ... We need to 
protect our Park, the Bison, the wolves, and create a common-sense approach to protecting all of our wildlife in 
and around Yellowstone Park.
We are looking forward to a strong 2010. I would like to request a direct link from your website to ours if you 
do not provide an online booking engine. Our customers must go through many clicks to view our properties 
and I believe we are losing potential business. Thank you
We are seeing a definitely improvement for bookings for next year. It is like everyone that didn't take a vacation 
this year is making sure they do next year.
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Type of Tourism Operation: Vehicle Rentals
Average (mean) business operated by current owners: 9.50 
Average (mean) of business operation at current location: 21.17 
Range in years of operation by current owner: 6 years -  12 years 
Range in years of operation at current location: 6 years -  68 years 
Sample size: 6
Respondents for vehicle rentals generally referred to car rentals, however, snowmobile, ATV, and RV rentals 
were also included for this section. Just six vehicle rental owners responded to the survey which represents 2 
percent of all respondents to the outlook survey.
Glacier Country 1 17%
Yellowstone Country 3 50%
Gold West Country 2 33%
Custer Country - -
Russell Country - -
Missouri River Country - -
^'percent may not add to 100 (rounding)
Better marketing - -
Improved website - -
Expanded operations/services 1 50%
Returning guests - -
Little competition in my area - -
Affordability of what we offer - -
U.S. economy - -
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates 1 50%
More local travelers - -
More regional travelers 1 50%
Special event(s) held in our area - -
Weather - -
Fire activity
Lack of fires - -
Other - -
Increase 2 33%
Decrease 3 50%
Remained the same 1 17%
respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  2
Less advertising on our part
Reduced offerings/services
Fewer returning guests 1 33%
Increased competition in my area
Our pricing may be too high
U.S. economy
Gas prices 1 33%
Exchange rates
Fewer local travelers
Fewer regional travelers
Fewer business travelers 2 67%
Fewer leisure travelers
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses
Construction in area
Weather
Fire activity
Lack of fires 2 67%
Other
*respondents conld check mnltiple answers
**n  3
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Increase 4 67%
Decrease - -
Remain the same 2 33%
It had Increase If had a deerease 
Outlook for 2010 in 2009 (n=87) in 2009 (n=145) 
# % #
Expect Increase
Expect Decrease
Remain the same
Bookings/inquires are up 3 75%
Better marketing pursued 1 25%
Improved website 2 50%
Experienced a gradual increase 2 50%
Expanded or improved our 
offerings - -
Affordability of what we offer 1 25%
Little competition in my area 2 50%
More local travelers 1 25%
More regional travelers 2 50%
We get many repeat customers 3 75%
Canadian exchange rate - -
Other exchange rates 1 25%
U.S. ecouomy 3 75%
Special events in our area - -
We are new, so we are increasing - -
Other - -
Expand current business or site 1 17%
Renovate current site 1 17%
Add more sites/business elsewhere - -
Downsize current business or site 1 17%
Close down/sell business or site - -
Remain the same 4 67%
*respondents could check multiple answers 
**n  6
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Bookings/inquires are down
We’ve done less marketing
Experiencing a gradual decrease
Reduced our offerings/services
Our pricing may be too high - -
Increased competition in my area - -
Expect fewer leisure travelers - -
Expect fewer business travelers - -
Expect fewer local travelers - -
Expect fewer regional travelers - -
Changes in hunting/fishing licenses - -
Gas prices - -
U.S. economy - -
Global ecouomy - -
Other - -
^'respondents conld check mnltiple answers
Last minute bookings (n=6) 4 67% 2 33% - -
Walk-in patrons (n=6) 1 17% 4 67% 1 17%
Retail sales (n=l) - - - - 1 100%
Length of stay (n=5) 2 40% 2 40% 1 20%
Visitors seeking less expensive activities (n=6) 3 50% 2 33% 1 17%
Number of Montanans traveling within the state (n=5) 4 80% - - 1 20%
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Vehicle rentals: Responses to open ended questions
Reasons for steady visitation levels from 2008 to 2009: Vehicle rentals
Our business is long established, and is very well known in our community. It also has a strong reputation 
among travel planners.
Changes in Type of Visitor: Vehicle rentals
More locals staying in the area and doing day or weekend trips.
None
PRICE AWARENESS LIKE NEVER BEFORE. THEY WANT THE CHEAPEST RATE NO MATTER 
WHAT BUT THEY STILL WANT THE SAME EXPERIENCE.
Changes in interests and activities of visitors: Vehicle rentals
More outdoor activities (free activities)
None
SHORTER LENGTHS OF STAY AND SHORTER BOOKING WINDOW. THEY BOOK ONLY 2-3 DAYS 
OUT ANYMORE, WHICH MAKES IT VERY HARD TO PLAN AHEAD INTO THE FUTURE.
Additional Comments: Vehicle rentals 
No additional comments
Summary of All Businesses
Outfitters, guides, cattle drives, wagon trains and tours seemed to be the hardest hit during 2009, with 62 
percent reporting a decrease in visitation. None of the campgrounds reported a decrease, which fits with what 
we’ve been hearing about people taking less expensive vacations, opting to camp rather than stay in another 
type of accommodation. Amongst the other business types, between 33 percent (attractions, ski areas and 
museums) and 59 percent (hotels and motels) reported decreases. Some businesses in each category did 
experience and increase in visitation in 2009. While campgrounds did very well, with 80 percent reporting an 
increase, the range for other business types was between 15 percent (outfitters, guides, cattle drives, wagon 
trains and tours) and 44 percent (attractions, ski areas, museums). Between seven percent (hotel motel) and 23 
percent (outfitters, guides, cattle drives, wagon trains and tours) of businesses held steady in 2009.
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Affordability, returning guests, and more local travelers were commonly cited reasons for any increases in 
visitation in 2009. The U.S. economy was the most common chosen cause of any decrease in visitation. Fewer 
leisure or business travelers were also to blame for decreases.
Businesses which reported steady visitation in 2009 were asked why they felt their business had remained 
steady while others increased or decreased. The answers were varied, but mentioned numerous times was 
“repeat customers.” Without repeat customers, it seems that many businesses, across all categories, feel they 
may have experienced a decrease in 2009. Also mentioned numerous times was businesses’ vicinity to national 
parks. Being flexible and responsive to people’s needs also helped many businesses avoid a decrease in 
visitation, as did more marketing or more effective marketing by some businesses.
Of all the businesses which experienced an increase in 2009, only one business in the vacation homes, condos 
and cabins category is expecting a decrease in 2010. Between 25 percent (travel planners, tourism promotion 
and advertising) and 75 percent (outfitters, guides, cattle drives, wagon trains and tours) of them are expecting 
to remain the same, while 25 percent (outfitters, guides, cattle drives, wagon trains and tours) to 75 percent 
(travel planners, tourism promotion and advertising) expect to increase again in 2010.
The businesses which experienced a decrease in 2009 were a bit less optimistic, with up to 27 percent (vacation 
homes, condos, and cabins) expecting to decrease again in 2010. Thirty-three percent (travel planners, tourism 
promotion and advertising and vehicle rentals) to 56 percent (hotel and motel) expect to remain the same in 
2010. Between 27 percent (hotel and motel) and 67 percent (vehicle rentals) of the business which experienced 
a decrease in 2009 have a positive outlook with an expected increase in 2010.
Overall, campgrounds have the most optimistic outlook for 2010, with 75 percent expecting an increase and 
none expecting a decrease. None of the six vehicle rental businesses are expecting a decrease in the coming 
year. Among the other business categories, between six and 13 percent of businesses expect a decrease.
Of the businesses expecting an increase in visitation in 2010, repeat customers, an increase in bookings or 
inquiries, and more local or regional travelers are common reasons for this positive expectation. Among those 
businesses expecting a decrease, the reasons are a bit more varied, but the U.S. and global economies are 
commonly cited reasons, as are fewer bookings or inquiries and an expectation of fewer leisure travelers.
Many of the businesses saw an increase in last minute bookings, the number of Montanans traveling within the 
state and visitors seeking less expensive activities. Vacationers’ length of stay was reported to have increased 
by 73 percent of campgrounds while “stayed the same” or “decreased” were chosen more often in the other 
business categories.
Respondents were asked several open-ended questions about changes they had observed in the type of visitors 
to their businesses or changes in the types of visitor interests and activities in 2009. Several themes emerged 
that were common to all business types. More of the visitors were cost conscious in 2009, looking for bargains 
and wanting the most for their money. More of them also were from the local or regional area, offering 
evidence to the common notion that people have been staying closer to home during this recession. Some of the 
businesses in the bed and breakfasts, ranches, etc. category said they had more European visitors while others 
said they had fewer. These businesses mentioned that they did have more local and/or regional guests and that 
the stays were shorter. Campgrounds, on the other hand, commented that their guests stayed longer, and they
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had more from Canada than in the past. Hotels and motels were the most likely to mention that their guests were 
bargain hunting and expecting more for their money than in the past. The businesses in the outfitter and guide 
category noticed more local or regional customers who more frequently booked last minute trips. The comments 
made by those businesses in the cabins and condos category were more varied, but they tended to see guests 
staying for shorter lengths of time and making more last minute reservations.
As far as any changes in the interests and activities of visitors, the comments generally mirrored those just 
described. For every business category, visitors looking for the less expensive activities, was mentioned. Later 
bookings and shorter stays were mentioned frequently as well. Businesses in the bed and breakfast category 
mentioned that their guests were looking for more cost effective bookings and packages and were foregoing the 
additional equipment rentals, dinners out and activities away from the accommodations. Many of the businesses 
in the cabins and condos category said that they didn’t see any change in the interests or activities of their 
guests.
All respondents were given an opportunity to provide any additional comments they may have had. The 
comments were quite varied, and therefore, impossible to adequately summarize here. Comments related to 
advertising, the bed tax, and the economy were made most often, but the wide variety of comments make for an 
interesting read and offer much food for thought.
Overall, and unsurprisingly, Montana’s tourism industry did seem to take a hit in 2009. However, attitudes for 
2010 are generally optimistic, with more businesses expecting to have an increase in visitation or at least remain 
steady, than there are expecting another year of decreasing visitation. Business owners seem to be tightening 
their belts and cutting costs where possible, while avoiding increasing their prices, as they are well aware that 
their customers are tightening their belts as well.
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Appendix A: Survey Letters
Notice E-Mail Letter:
Subject: 2010 Tourism Outlook 
Dear Montana tourism business owners,
In approximately one week, you will be receiving a survey from the Institute for Tourism and 
Recreation Research, University of Montana, regarding how Montana tourism businesses did this 
year and what your expectations are for tourism in Montana in the upcoming year. We conduct 
this survey every year to get a pulse on what is happening in the industry. If you recall, we were 
able to produce a report last year (see http://www.itrr.umt.edu/newsletters.htm) from your 
responses. We can only do this type of report with your answers to the survey. In these times of 
economic unknowns, your response and honest appraisal is desperately needed. When it arrives 
on your computer, please take the 6 minutes right away to answer the survey. Thank you in 
advance. We intend to post the results for your viewing at www.itrr.umt.edu within 2 weeks.
Thank you, once again, for your attention to this survey. When you receive the survey, you will 
need to complete it within 6 days. Thank you. We appreciate it.
Norma Nickerson, Ph.D.
Director, Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research 
The University of Montana
P.S. Please add “itrr2” to your safe email list.
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Survey Letter:
November 4, 2009
Dear Montana tourism business owner,
Provided below is the link for the 2010 Tourism and Recreation Outlook and Trends survey. If 
you remember, we sent you a notification last week that you would be receiving the survey. It 
will only take about 5 minutes of your time and will provide us with extremely important 
information. This information will be published in a report on our website, www.itrr.umt.edu.
Please complete the survey within 6 days. If you have any questions, call the ITRR office at 243- 
5686.
To begin, click on the link below!
Survey liuk:
Thank you for your time,
Norma Nickerson 
Director
Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research University of Montana
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Reminder Letter:
Subject: Reminder -  2010 Tourism Outlook Survey
This is just a reminder that your expertise is needed. If you have not already completed the 
survey, please take the few minutes right now to provide us with this valuable information.
LINK:
At this point, we have less than half the survey responses we received last year so please take a 
few minutes to respond.
If you have already completed the Montana tourism outlook survey, thank you very much.
In this time of economic uncertainty your answers to the questions will provide a snapshot of 
what happened this past year and what we might expect for the upcoming year. The information 
from the survey is used as one of the predictors for next year's growth, stability, or decline.
Thank you! The results will be available within 3 weeks via our web page.
Norma Nickerson, Ph.D.
Director, Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research 
The University of Montana 
Missoula, MT 59812
Your participation in this survey is voluntary. A ll information is confidential and 
anonymous. In no way will your name/business/agency be attached to any o f  the information.
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Appendix B: Survey Instrument
2010 Tourism and Recreation 
Outlook and Trends
This survey is being sent to all Montana tourism business/organization owners. The Institute for 
Tourism and Recreation Research is assessing your past year visitor numbers and your 
assumptions as to why your business increased or decreased in 2009. In addition, we would like 
your best judgment as to what will happen in 2010. This information helps business owners, 
marketers, and policy makers further understand the tourism industry of Montana. The results 
will be presented at the Outlook seminars with the Bureau of Business and Economic Research 
in early 2010 and published on the ITRR website at www.itrr.umt.edu. Thank you for your 
time. If you have any questions concerning this project, please call the ITRR office at 406-243- 
5686.
All information is anonymous, in no way will your name, business, or organization 
be attached to any of the information. Your consent to participate is implied by 
continuing with the survey.
Q1 Which ONE category best describes your business or organization? Please check only one.
□  Motel/Hotel □ T rave l Planners
□  Bed and Breakfast □ E ve n t Planners
□  Ranches, Resorts, Lodges, Hostels & Hot □ V eh ic le  Rentals 
Springs
□  Vacation Homes/Condos/Cabins □ S k i Area
□  Public Campground/RV Park □M useum /H istoric Site
□  Private Campground/RV Park □Attraction
□  Outfitter/Guide □ Tourism  Promotion/Advertising
□  Wagon Train/Cattle Drive □G overnm ent Land Managing Agency
□  Tours □ O th e r
Please specify:
0 2  How many years have you been in this business or
organization at your current location?
Q2a How many years has this business been operating in this location?
0 3  What Montana travel region are you located in?
□  Glacier Country □ C u s te r Country
□Yellowstone Country □ R usse ll Country
□  Gold West Country □M issouri River Country
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Q4 How did your visitation or number of guests change in 2009 vs. 2008?
□  Increase
□  Decrease
□  Remained the same
Q5 If you saw an increase in 2009 vs. 2008, why do you suppose your number of visitors/guests was up?
Please check all that apply.
□  Better marketing
□  Improved website
□  Expanded operations/services
□  Returning guests
□  Little competition in my area
□  Weather
□  U.S. economy
□  Canadian exchange rates
□  Other exchange rates
□  Affordability of what we offer
□  More local travelers
□  More regional travelers
□  Special event(s) held in our area
□  Fire activity
□  Lack of fires
□  Other 
Please specify:
0 6  If you saw a decrease in 2009 vs. 2008, why do you suppose your number o f visitors/guests was down?
Please check all that apply.
□  Our pricing may be too high
□  Fewer returning visitors
□  Fewer business travelers
□  Fewer leisure travelers
□  Changes of hunting or fishing licenses
□  Fewer local travelers
□  Fewer regional travelers
□  U.S. economy
□  Gas prices
□  Increased competition in my area
□  Less advertising on our part
□  Reduced offerings/services
□  Weather
□  Construction in area
□  Exchange rates
□  Fire activity
□  Lack of fires
□  Other 
Please specify:
06  If your visitation remained the same in 2009 over 2008, please describe why you feel 
your business was steady while other decreased or increased.
Q6a This year in your business/organization, did you experience an increase or decrease in the 
following as
related to vacation travelers:
increased stayed same decreased
NA
Last minute bookings 
Walk in patrons 
Retail sales 
Dining out 
Length of stay
Visitors seeking less expensive activities 
Number of travelers from Montana
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Q7 Looking ahead to 2010, how do you anticipate visitor/guest numbers will change?
□  Increase
□  Decrease
□  Remain the same
Q8 If you expect an increase, why do you think your visitation will be up? Please check all that apply.
□  Bookings/inquiries are up 
□Affordability of what we offer
□  More/better marketing has been pursued
□  We ve been experiencing a gradual increase
□  We ve expanded or improved our offerings (services or product)
□  U.S. economy
□  Little competition in my area
□  We get many repeat customers
□  Improved website
□  We are new, so we are increasing
□  Canadian exchange rate
□  Other exchange rate
□  More local travelers
□  More regional travelers
□  Special events in area
□
Other:
0 9  If you expect a decrease, why do you think your visitation will be down? Please check all that apply.
□  Bookings/inquiries are down
□  We ve done less marketing
□  We ve been experiencing a gradual decrease over the years
□  We ve reduced our offerings (services or product)
□  U.S. economy
□  Global economy
□  Our pricing may be too high
□  Gas prices
□  Changes in hunting or fishing licenses
□  Increased competition in my area
□  Expect fewer leisure travelers
□  Expect fewer business travelers
□  Expect fewer local travelers
□  Expect fewer regional travelers 
Other:
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Q10 In the next year, do you plan to  ? Please check all that apply.
□  Expand current business or site
□  Renovate current site
□  Add more sites/business elsewhere
□  Downsize current business or site
□  Close down/seii current business or site
□  Remain the same
Q11 What changes in the type of visitor have you seen this year in Montana s recreation and tourism industry?
Q12 What changes in the interests and activities of visitors did you see this year in Montana s recreation and 
tourism industry?
Q13 Please provide additional thoughts or concerns.
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